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Merger A Reality?
By CRAIG SMITH

NEWSMEN (l-r) Jack King from the Monitor, Craig Smith
from The Pan American and Rick Diaz, assistant news director
of KRGV-TV, listen as the PAU-UT merger committee gives
answers to questions phoned in.

Demonstration
Planned Today
By MARTHA McCLAIN
Students or interested persons who have an opinion
concerning the proposed
merger with the University of
Texas System were asked by
the Pan American Universty
Student Association president
pro tern Hollis Rutledge to meet
to stage a peaceful protest in
front of the snack bar at 6 p.m.
Wednesday.
The merger committee is
scheduled to meet at the same
time in the nearby faculty
lounge.
This request follows PAUSA
President, Eddie de la Garza's
refusal to participate in the
televised panel discussion
concerning the proposed
merger. De la Garza refused to
participate in the panel because
the basic format, which be said
had been agreed to at the last
committee meeting by all
members, was changed to include the entire committee.
Both student representatives
were absent from the televised
presentation.
De la Garza said, "This action is typical of what the
<.'Ommittee has been doing all
along." He said that the
program was "obviously
biased, and that he did not want
to be a part of a slick advertising campaign."

i.The theory that prestige of
holding a UT degree is an advantage for the proposed
merger, doesn't hold water," de
la Garza said, "Persons including Rep. Kika de la Garza,
Sen. Raul Longoria, ex-Sen.
Jim Bates, Rep. Bud Atwood,
many doctors, teachers and
prominent
people
have
graduated from Edinburg
Junior, community and
Regional College, and later Pan
American
College
and
University," he said. He called
the prestige theory "a direcl
affront or a slap in the face ti
those holding a Pan America,
degree.
De la Garza also said that
"Dr. Charles Le Maistre,
chancellor of the University of
Texas system, bad toured the
Pan American physical plant
and apparently looked over
some records, twice before the
merger
possibility
was
publicized."
A
.. Freedom
for
Information" committee has been
t:stablisbed to answer any
questions concern! ng the
JX)Ssible
merger,
said
Rutledge. He said that Dr.
Ralph Schilling, Pan Am
president, called him March 2,

asking the names of the
(See Demo P-2)

The Pan Am-UT merger
committee apparently has
made great strides toward
reaching a recommendation to
present to the board of regents
in the last two months.
Of course, the merger cannot
become a reality until it is
approved by tbe Texas
Legislature.
Dtll'in,g the KR.GV TV forum
Sunday night, the committee
members present indicated
almost total support of the
proposed Pan Am-UT merger.
Moises Vela, Harlingen attorney, was the only dissenter
present Sunday. Vela's brief
confrontation with Morris
Atlas, chairman of the committee and former chairman of
the board of regents, over
recent comments to the media
by Vela, indicated his general
negative attitude toward the
merger.
At one point. Vela, while
strongly conversing with Atlas,
turned to face the other
members of the committee and
said "None of you people have
proven anything to me.''

But, Vela mellowed to a
promise of his support for the
majority decision, by the end of
the meeting.
Eddie de la Garzi), Pan
American University Student
Association president and the
only other member of the
committee to openly indicate he
had doubts about the merger,
and Cynthia Mata student
senator and also' studeni
representative on the committee were not on hand to
present their views.
.
.
Miss M~ta or~u;ally had
been~ed if shemmded .if. ~e
wasn t part ~f the tel~vi~1on
paneL ~e voiced no obJectio?·
She said, Sunday, she. ~dn t
~own that she was i.nv!ted.
Since. the regular corm:ruttee
meeting on Feb. 19, ~he TV
panel was expanded to Ul~ude
all membe_rs of the_ comnuttee.
~ an article published by The
Daily
Texan, . student
newspaper at the Un~vers~!Y of
Texas at Austin, entitled Pan
Am,
Sy~tem
Merger
Denounced,
de _la Garza
student representative to the
committee., was quoted as

saying on a Valley TV interview
''l believe it's a political gain
for one of the tPan Am)
regents, Morris Atlas, who is
chairman of the Democratic
Party in Hidalgo County."
Atlas attacked a similar
report in Valley newspaper
claiming the comment was
pa eke~ with erroneous information.
Atlas spent a large portion of
the one hour and 45 minute
broadcast discussing the
history of the merger committee and how it began.
Advantages and disadvantages of the merger as
defined in Dr. Frederick von
Ende's report to the faculty
senate, chairman of the body,
were discussed by Atlas. Von
Ende, who also represents the
faculty 00 the committee,
presented his fact-finding
report last semester.
Atlas
rediscussed
the
primary advantage ascertained in recent committee
meetings and in the von Ende
report-money. Atlas said more
funding could be obtained

(See Merger P·%)

II

MEMBERS of the merger committee appeared on KRGV-TV Sunday night to answer
questions the public might have or from members of the different media. Seated left to right
on the lower table are Morris Atlas, Moises Vela, Judge J.C. Looney, D1. Frederick Von
Ende and President Ralph Schilling. lrr on the upper table are Ruben Gardenas, Al
Cisneros and Dr. Amilda Thomas In the background is Bob Richardson, KRGV-TV news
director.

Learning Resource Center Preparations Continue
By RANDY WILLARD

Regardless of the way the
merger goes, a ~ things are
still going to be the same on the
Pan American campus. Classes '
will be conducted; professors
will pull out their hair; and, the
new Learning Resource Center
will be built.
The new building, which will
be built adjacent to the Liberal
Arts
and
Engineering
Buildings, will cost more than
$4,500,000, not including the $1
million that will be spent for
equlpment that will go in alter
completion.
The LRC will be four stories
high, and each floor will be as
big as a football field. AflOther

wing or annex, which will also
be about the same size, will
have only two stories.
Covering 141,000 square feet
of floor space, the LRC Building
will be the size of the Fine Arts
Complex and the Phy~ical
Education Complex combined.
Architectural planning is now
going into its ninth revision, but
plans are due to be completed
by the end of the month, according to Ken Brock, future
coordinater of the audio-visual
media. Bids are expected to be
sent out in March, and the
building will take about two
years to complete.
At the pre ent t.une, Brock

and others are concentrating on
collecting and distributing new
equipment that is coming in
daily and in constructing minicubicles that will be incorporated into the new LRC
building.

Besides
housing
the
traditional library, the LRC will
offer
graphic
arts.
a
photographic center. com~uter
assisted instruction center,
audio-visual, closed circuit
television center, media center,
These mini-cubicles are being
constructed in the hope that
when the time comes for the
mo\'e it will make moving
easier.

and an [m station that will

Tefreshment Center on the first
broadcast Valley-wide. Once floor
According to Brock, perthe mini-centers are complete.
Brock hopes to offer these sonnel to fill the many new
services to students.
positions will be hired i.n the
The audio-visuaJ engineering near future.
staff is he.aded by Jerome
Naggel. Two television studios,
a professional and an instructional, also will be under
his supervision. Naggel said he
expects numerous departments
and groups to cooperate in the
radio station's operation.
Other features of the LRC will
be an art gallery which will be
open to the public, a 250 seat
student response ceoter, a
multi-media
auditoriUITy
lounges on each floor, and a

I
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Parking Is Problem
To Students InRush
Hy .Jan Maynard
One of the major student
t.:omplaiots at Pan American
University is the parking
situc:1lion.
/\Jthough .ipproximate)y 99
per cent of the students have
parking permits, many of these
students are issued tickets
every day for parking in
restricted areas.
Who decides what faculty
tnembers park where 9 !\-{any
people take it for granted the
.Security Department makes
this decision.
This is incorrect. The various
depc:1rlment heads put in a
requisition which is approved
by the administration, then.it is
turned over to the Physical
l'lant. Faculty parking spaces
are located for purposes of
convenience in relation to their
classes.
One question which comes up
quite frequently is what do you
do in a situation where you need
to run in a building for a quick
live minutes and have to park :m
minutes away'!

Should you. risk parking in a
restricted place to save the
walk '' You can take this chance
and may get by with it once. But
chances are that sooner or later
you will get a ticket.
There is no question as to
which parking lot is the most
used, The Univ1rrsity Center
parking lot stays crowded, At
the beginnmg of each semester,
with the constant usage of the
bookstore, this becomes one of
the Security Department's
biggest problems. Expansion of
this Jot would be one way of
solving this problem.
According to security chief,
Leroy Eastin. the Security
Department is doing an accurate, satisfactory job. They
have a lack of personnel and a
lot of territory to cover.

If students will read the
student handbook and park
within the areas designated for
student parking, less traffic
violations would be issued and
students might be happier.

Merger
(Cont. From P-1)
through the political clout and
legislative influence of the UT
system.
HP. cited the $32 million ap.
propriated to the University of
Texas at Oa1las, to establish an
upper-level university and
graduate school in big D. The
pcedicted enrollment of the.first
session of the new school in
September '75 is approximately
3,000 students.
Von Ende listed the results of
the recent faculty poll. He said
after compiling the results
there were 125 votes, 22 no
votes, 21 widecided votes but

DEMO
t Cont. From P·l)

members of the committee.
Rutledge also said

that he

wanted to .know where funds to
pay for the answering service,
where the calls are currently
received. will come from.
Rutledge said he refused to give
the information to Dr. Schilling
because he feared persons
involved would encounter
repercussions.

The committee will make its

recommendation concerning
the proposed merger at the
March 12 meeting.

pledging support of the regents
decision,
refusing
support and2 4votes
completely
undecided votes, to the question,
"Pan Am should merge with the
University of Texas syst.em?'.'....
The total shows that of the yes
and no votes cast by the faculty
85 per cent favored the merger.
The final tally also shows that of
the 174 faculty votes cast 71.5
per cent favored the merger.
(Final results of the stuaent
poll will not be released until
today al the committee
meeting, according to Dr. J.C.
Nichols, vice-president for
academic affairs.)

BAPTISf SI'UOENT UNION
is selling three types of candy to
ratse money for summer
missions, according to Carolyn•
Meeks, member of the BSU
publicity committee.
Raising money for summer
missions is a project every BSU
in the state particjpates in. said
Miss Meeks.
The three types of candy:
while chocolate squares with
caramel in ide , ehocolate
squares. also with caramel
inside. and caramel crunch,
m.iy IJe bought in boxes for $1.25
or in indhridual pieces for 5
cents.
The candy may be bought on
campus from BSU members or
at the 8Sl1 Center across l'rom
the Uni •ersity. -

THE PAU•VALLEY Symphony Orchestra performed before a
large crowd recently at the Fine Arts Auditorium.

El Bronco Off To Publisher
Copy and pleb.Ires for the 1975
edition of El Bronco, the Pan
American Universityyearbook
has been completed and mailed
to the publisher, Newsfoto in
San Angelo, according to
George
Almaraz,
editor.
Almaraz describes the
yearbook's theme as localized.
In other words, the Valley
scenes will furnish much of the
publication's background.
Almaraz said the yearbook
includes "an academic section
designed to show study methods
in various deparbnents and
schools. This years edition is
larger, and action shots are
included In the mug shot section."
Associate editor, Martha
Feld~. said\as soon as we

get finished with one yead;~k,
we begin planning for the next
one."
Before 'Ule yearbook staff
began the final push to meet the
Feb. l deadline, staff member,
Diana Trevino,
said "The
Greek section was different
from last year's, in that this
year's &Bronco • included
action Shots related to functions
'and an explanation "'' r.:reek
goals and functions."
Diana Ramirez , who took
charge of the academics sectiun, said this second section
was new and that it included 20
pages composed of explanations of courses available!
action shots representing some
of the classes, copy devoted to
providing .a summary of classes

for majors in specific fields and
other information on each
major.
Dario Garza, sports section
coordinator. said,
"Jim
McKone, sports information.
director, was a tremendous
help in compiling the sports
section of the yearbook."
"In deciding the makeup of
the sports section, I first considered how the section could
best help the students' interest
in inbesting in good PR for our
school. 1 made an effort to
illustrate that at Pan Am the;
philosophy of spanning the
Americas through cultural
exchange is policy. not mere
slogan."
__
"For example, that is why I
allocated an equal number of
pages to soccer and tennis, as
well as, to our ,most wellattended sport - basketball.".
Other decisive factors, which
A lwo-day ~~erence of the Training Office at Texas Tech
Joe
Lopez, helped determine the •final
Texas Association of Young University;
Children to be conducted March , assistant at Beadstart Regional layout of the sports section
14-15 at Pan American, will Training office. at Texas Tech were: "early deadlines; the
feature five speakers in the University; and John Mc- cooperation of the coaches; and
area of youth education.
limited
time
of
Donald, director of state.. the
programming 0£ the Texas photographers - shared with
Scheduled to speak are Dr. Commission on Alcoholism.
the newspaper."
Glen French, program director
in Elementary Education of the
Registration for 500 delegates
TEA; Mrs. Maria Morales, will start on March 14 at 9 a.m.
the pan american
director of the Bilingual in tbe Pan Am Field Bouse. The
Craig smith
Bicultural Teacher Training genera] sessions are slated for
M~rtha Mcct,ln
Institute at 'fe:1tas A&l the field house. Specialized
8111 Griffin
Ra:nd'{WlllatrCI
University; Dr. Tom Riley, talks will be held at various
Olan• LopM
administrator of the Regional locations on campus.
Sally P,e1mosberl1er

Two·-Day Conference

Jan M;oynarct
Lind• ~eder

- oaylc:t oin
Mor9an

vuonlca

·Laura Harrison
1,matel Enriciu-.Davi<I H•wm ■ n
Rt<b•rdGiveni

:::1rcul&rton
Sports Ed
Pl!OIO<

and Heel or cru1

Rudy Nordmeyer

Grad A•st
Ron Kelln
Ad.,!•,c,r
Harry Quin
• l'he Pen American, $lud~tnewspaper
•' Pan Aml'rlciln Unlye1·s1ty, is pllblfs111e<1
by Student Publlcat lo,,5, Em llla Hall 100,
phone Jal 2541, al Edinburg,
each

Te"'"'•

W1!<!J1e$d1.1y 6l<(ept during l!lCllm lnatlon.s
end hol idays.under Dr Mike N,.varez, vice

Pf'esldent tor student attai~; and Harry
1

DAVID NOLL AND co. perform at the noon concert Monday

•

in the University Circle. Students in the background list.en to the

various types of music the group plays.

Quin, ad.,1sar Vie~ presenled "'"" 11,cr.;e
or students and do not necessarltv rellecl
lho1e ol 1h11 unwei-s11v aaministrallon
Sub,ittipt lon pr;(" b~ - mall • $3 o ~ei!lr.
Contrlbu!lons and ·teners 10 l~e editor
~ I d be subm.tteG bV noon the F riday
beto,., PllbU~lion. Both rn~v 1w e<tlle<t.
Le!lers should not ex,eed 2511 words in
1e,i91h. tzip code:

mm

Sergio'si

In Edinbur ...
There's On yOne
Great National Bank
ix, First National Banh

HAIR
DESIGNERS

*

MIJ:MBl:fiftDIC

,

!

'

• ELVIS ALLISON •
• ALICE GONZALEZ •
• LILY GUERRA •

SPECIALIZING IN HAIR ANALYSIS
AND PRECISION SCISSOR CUTS

1009 MAPLE

McALLEN

*

686-7781
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Some Veterans Qualify For Nine-Month Extension
eligible for federal benefits ;
however. it does apply v,ben the
veteran has exhausted his
right to federaJ benefits.
Veteran administration
representatives, Bill Miller and
The Hazlewood Act, passed Arna ldo Perez, said that there
by the ~::rd Texas Legislature, ace three basic requirements
provides exemption from which must be met by any
tuition and fees for Texas veteran to be eligible for the
veterans of all wars since the recently enacted nine roontns
Spanish-American war. The extension to the GI Bill. ( 1 }, The
veteran must have resided in veteran must have originally
Texas '! months prior to been eligible for :m months
registration for school, and benefits. f ·111 The veteran must
must have been a bona fide not currently hold nor be
resident of Texas at the time he eligible for a bachelors degree.
, ;; 1. During the extension he
entered the Armed Forces.
This exemption does not must continue WJder the same
apply to veterans who are degree plan be was pursuing
t'ampus veterans affairs

representatives advise that
some veterans attending Pan
run under the Hazlewood Act
may be qualified [or the nine
months extension of the GJ Bill.

Raimo, SA Symphony
Earn Standing Ovation
The San Antonio Symphony ,
directed and
conducted by
Victor Alessandro, received a
standing ovation for their
performance last Wednesday
night at the PAU Fine Arts
Auditorium. Approx.imately 900
persons attended the concert.
The first selection played by
the orchestra was, "The Dance
of the Seven Veils;' from
"Salome," composed by
Strauss.
Liszt's Concerto No. 2 in A
Major was performed next.
Pianist and PAU professor, Dr.
John B. Raimo, accompanied

the orchestra in performing
Liszt's Concerto .Dr. Raimo's
keyboard periormance was the
focal point of the arrangement.
After intermission, the
concert continued with Symphony No. 5, Opus 47 by
Shostakovich. For the encore,
the orchestra played three
excerpts from the opera

"Carmen."
The San Antonio Symphony was
in the Valley for the Rio Grande
Valley International Music
Festival. Their last performance in the Valley was
Monday.

PAU Student Garfield Dies
Pan American student, Guy

Be served as
secretary-treasurer of Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity for
General Hospital from injuries two years at Pan American.
suffered in a traffic accident
Garfield is survived by hls
Feb. 21.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Garfield a PA U business H. Garfield of San Juan; two
major and part-time employee brothers, Dallas Garfield of San
of the McAllen Monitor, was a Juan and Kirk Garfield of
native of S~ Juan and a Bryan; two sisters, Mrs. Ina
graduate of Pharr-San Juan - Lee Blackwell of Pharr and
Alamo High School.
Miss Denise Garfield of San
Garfield was an outstanding Juan. Be also is survived by his
student throughout bis school paternal and maternal grandyears. He was co-c-aptain of the mothers, Mrs. Eula Mae
PSJ A Bears football team in Garlield of San Juan and Mrs.
1!¥71,and in 1968 he received Ruby Lee Betts of McAllen.
the Daughters of the American
Burial was Friday at Valley
Revolution Student Award, in Memorial Gardens under the
1971 he'. received the American direction of Skinner Funeral
Legion Student Citizenship Home of Phan-.
William Garfield, 21, rued last
Wednesday morning in McAllen

Award.

Planetarium Plans Third Production
The Pan American Univer- sky is clear. lf it is cloudy, the
sity Planetarium will hold the large teJescope will be on
third production of the spring ,display, even though viewing
be possible.
semester on Observatory will not
Friday and on April 4 at 7 and Regardless of weather, mi.ni8:30 p.m. There will be a Jeclwes will be given in the
Sunday matinee at 2:30 p.m. observalory dome, illustrated
slides of objects visible
with
this weekend.
through telescopes in the .
The shows in the Planetarium current evening sky.
Reservations to these shows
will be "Stonehenge-Temple or
Computer?" On the same night, may be made by calling the
the observatory's 17-inch plahetarium Office at 381-3531
reflecting telescope will be set or 381-3521. Admission fee is 25
for observation of interesting cents for students; 50 cents for
objects. The observatory fac..'Ulty, staff and teachers with
telescopes will be open to the ID cards; and 75 cents for
public from dusk until adults. Shows are not designed
aproximately 10:30 p.m:. if the for pre-school children . .

Spring Break
This semster Pan Am
students will observe spring
break March 24-March 29.
This Easter falls on March
30; : therefore, this boliday is
included in spring break .
Thedorms will close at 6 p.m.
March 21 and will re-<ipen on
March 30 at 1 p.m.

THE
ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
of the Texas
Association for The Education
of Young Children will be held
at the Pan American Field
Rouse on March 14-16.
The occasion will mark the
first
the event has been

rune

hosted by PAU.

during bis original :m months
benefit entitlement.
Those ve.terans who are
presently attending school
under the Hazlewood Act would
be required to make some

I

reimbursement to the state of
Texas: however, because the
GI Bill benefits are so mucb
greater. most veterans would
benefit financially.
Veterans resentl enrolled

under the Hazlewood Ac~ should

contact campus reps Miller or
Perez at Emilia Hall or phone
:.i ·i•!J;:!.

to determine their

eligibility for the Gl Bill extension
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Ed. Test Concerned With Students
A special test concerning
student needs and problems is
currently being given to
students in beginning education
classes at Pan Am ,
111e test is formally entitled

from the 1''aculty Research

Council
The test consists of 192
phrases in both Engli,sh and
Spanish and covers a wide
range of personal concerns of
the "Pan American Inventory the wtdergraduate student.
of Student's Problems" and Is
The phrases deal with conan adaptation of the ·' Moony cerns in educational quality,
Problem Check List. "
educational adjl.lStment, self" Inventory" was developed improvement, finances and
by Or. Arthur Linsky, professor employment, parents and
of education at Pan Am, and home. physical health, intwo graduate students in lrapersonal dynamics and
education, Federico Pilon , interpersonal retationships.
and Ray Thompson.
Also includedare .10 incomplete
Approximately one year of sentences related to the stude.n t
research was needed to com- • concerns.
plete the test that was part of a
Several reasons were given
special project. The project for development of the test.
wa~ completed
by
the The first is to provide the
researchers in conjunction with university with valid data about
special
problems in coun- the personal concerns of un•
seling course at Pan Am.
dergraduate students as a
Funding for the test came group. This would make

possible helter response trom
the faculty and administration
towards student needs.
A second reason is to provide
students with a means to review
their own moderate and deep
concerns about conditions
directly or indirectly affecting
their education .
The third reason is to give the
student a chance to do
something about the conditions
that are of concern. A special
counseling service is available
to those students who desire
help.
In a test given to an
educational psychology class
the areas of concern most
frequently noted
were
in
educational quality , Concerns
in educational adjustment and
intrapersonal dynamics were
second in importance.
Interpersonal relationships,

relationships with others, was
the third major concern of
students. Concern in self improvement was fourth in importance with finances and
employment the fifth concern.
The most irequent phrases
listed as major concerns were
that ··Some courses teQuire too
much 'busy'
work.'' " Some
instructors are not interested in
students" and " Classes lack onthe-job training.''
Frequently listed phrases not
concerned with education were
"I need to watch every penny I
spend," "I don't have enough
selI-conUdence" and "Some
actions of a person I like confuse me. ''
Students given the test did not
have to identify themselves on
the test form unless they
desired counseling or results of
the test.

Audio-Visual Center Packed "'ith Opportunities
'l'he Pan

cent.er

in

jlhotogrnph ic facilities.
The cameras and mixing
equipment are all run and
operated b) work-study student
assistants under the direction of
Reeve. SLudents and faculty
members are able lo bring
classes and presentations lo the
center for tapfogs and then view
their work on a TV screen .in one
of 10 specially coMected class

Am audio-visual
the Education
offers
many

Building
educational opporiunities for
students and educators alike.
The fetleraUy Eunded center.
• initiated and planned by Dr.
Hol.lort Reeve of U1e education
dep;.irlment. includes cameras,
sound mixers and sound
equipment in addition to other
ALTON MOORE of the
foreign language department
attempts to erect a counter-

lJalance on the hinged section o{
an amateur radio tower,
mrrently being constructed by
the Pan American Amateur
Radio Club atop the Old Administration Building.

FASST Features Speaker

Pt\U

i"l'dcralion

or

Amerilw1s SupporlinJ;t Science
and Technology will host a
~ucst spcakl:'r /\pril 12-14.
Thomus llrowrmll, vice
prcside11t of lh' national sedion
of FA.SST, MU speak on campus. al .i few hiJ.:h schools and
on the radiu about youlh involvcml'lll ,md technology.

rooms. ·

Noll & Company In

The audio-visual room con•

field or audio vision makes
possible aluc:ational TV for
classroom instruction and can
be used in studying and
monitoring teaching ,
techniques.
Reeve
reported
approximately 50 education
facultymembers have access to
the facilities. High school instructors and Pan Am students
can also use the facilitie~

ta ins two ulttcl. a11J wlilt~ clv.stid

circuit television cameras, light
and sound equipment, video
tape recorders and closed and
open l!ircuit TV receivers and
screens which are hooked up to
several classrooms in the
building .
The entire center is set up as
an educational device for the
education department. The

Press Club Dance
David Noll and Company will
perform in a fund -raising
scholarship dance sponsored by
the Pan American University
Press Association March Ill
from !l-12 p.m.
Tickets may be purchased in
advance at the student
publications office, Emilia Hall
100, from any club member or
at the door [or $3 per person or
couple.
David Noll and Company is
currently finishing another

record-setting engagement in
McAller.. The group plays

virtually all popular forms of
music. Me111l.wrs ul the gru11p
include David Noll. lead singer:
'fHE SO('IAL work sludent
.,s.-;ot·ialion will have a speaker arole Reeder, female lead
at llw 111cctin1-: March Ii in singer and guitar 1st; Rick
ReE>der. lead !{Uilansl: and Skip
Univl'rs1l} Center :l!lli,
Bo. er drummer.
' '1c guest • peakcr will be
The dance will be held at the
rctTiliting volUJ1teers to help Tau Kappa Epsilon l<'ralemity
\\ ilh the school drop-out House I ' mill . I l l. I or the
silu.1lio11.
campus on Texas 107. Proceeds
cw 111t·111hers. as well as will go into a scholarship [und
an,orw interested. nu1, attend
for Pan J\111 mas
comth;, 111t•din!-:.
•
nnmicalions students.

PAN AM STUDENTS take advantage of the recreation facilities available in the UC
recreation room. Above, several students watch as others participate in football.
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~Where People Are

~

Really... Our Business,, ~
CARRYING THE MOST FAMOUS
NAMES IN WEARING APPAREL ..

HAGGAR
COLDEN VE£

CALIFORNIA THREADS
DONN KENNEY
FRITIZ or califomra

ATt;R BEDS,

Phone
tiK&-9952

EDINBURG

~

R~,. BEAOS.,PATCHf
INT, LIGHTS I IN{EN.S

LP'

APES AN

Open

Mond3 y-Satu rd ay
Q 10 A.M. To 6 P.

DITTO'S
BOSTONIAN
LANGTREE

.

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 7
•

-
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Basketball Closes Most Successful Season
Gilbert King led an offenseminded Pan American Bronc
basketball team to its 2'lnd
victory of the season with his 'n
points and 11 rebounds. The victory came at the expense of
Trinitv
University,
who
traveled
to
the
Bronc
Fieldhouse to suffer the 111-61

defeat.

BIG JOHN McDOWEIJ.. goes high for another rebolDld in
action earlier this year. The Broncs closed their season with a
win against the University of Mexico City and a 22--2 record.
.-..a-11-•• - - -

■

■ -,a-11;1_11:_1111_,_

Here are the complet~eason sf.a ts for the Broncs through 24
games:

FT
.748
.746
.779
.729
.672
.737
.364

FG

Rogers

King
Guerra
Howard
McDowell
Washington
Garcia
Vera

.4.54
.522
.420
,521

.558
.453
.455
.421

.500

Reb.,
Avg.

Ast.

Pts.

6.1

113

558
398

13.3

I.'7
10.0
8.8
4.4
1.5
2.4

53
189
32
82
23

43
8

260

295

165

Avg.
26.7
18.1
13.7
13.4
7.5

68

5.2
4.3

24

1.5

82

Besides King, six other
Broncs scored in double figures
for the night. Julies Howard
pumped in 19 points and
grabbed nine rebounds, Marshall Rogers hit 15 points and
handed out 12 assists, Jesus
Guerra hit 13 points and passed
off nine assists. Cris Garcia
made 11 points and got six
rebounds, Steve Washington
made 10 points and John McDowell made 10 points while
nabbing 13 rebounds and
passing out eight assists.
Bobby Palmer led all scorers
for the night with his 30 points
for Trinity.
The Broncs shot a hot 640
from the field for the game
including four of fow- by McDowell, 14 of 17 for King. nine of
12 for Howard and six of nine for
Guerra . Trinity shot a lowly 315
for the night.
The 22-2 season record is the
best in Pan Am's 23-year
basketball history with a 917
percentage.
Season•wise, Rogers stands
thus.far at No. 10 in the country
in scoring. He stands a good
chance of remaining in the top10 for the year. King was at 1ast
report in the No. 9 rebounding
slot in the country with his 13.2
average, also with a good
chance of staying there after
the season winds down.

'

PHI KAPPA THETA Fraternity, pictured above with Coach
Abe Lemons, was awarded the spirit trophy from the Pan Am
cheerleaders at the last Pan Am home basketball game for
being the most spirited organization attending said events. The
Phi Kaps have received said trophy four times to date and are
presenUy readying themselves for the baseball season.

Intra Volleyball
Has Short Week
Intramural volleyballers
have kept up the good work with
another week of hlttina thP
hardcourts. Last
_ week's
contests showed the BSU bunch

Air Force ROTC...The college
scholarship program with
sky-high benefits.

outlast the Spikers 15-t:s, 14-lh,
15-3 in the first contest; while
the Spikers came.right back to
beat the Camp Dogs 5-15, 154,

15-1:t
In the third 1,tamc lhal night
the Latin Jokers rompc<l home
past the S111okc Eaters in .., 15-:l.
l!H fashion while Un.·
No.

l

tcmtl

cwman

clC<.:t•plcd

<lisqualificatwn-v1ctory

ii

fn1111

U1e Camp ( 'als when lhc C~mp
people wen• eaught pl.iying
with an incJ1g1ble µlayer
The m ..1ll'hcs uri~imilly
scheduled for 111ursda) night
were poslporll'1I and moved up
to tonighl , March 5. The reason
for poslponcmcul wa:,; lhc
Mission-Harlingen
distric:t
championship l.>.1skcll>al1
contest which kind of crowded•
up the fO'lll that night.

Golf Team
f

Finishes Fifth

In Tourney
The fii.:htinJ.:

J11. !.,

golfers fi111 sh l'd riflh

Some people might need to be coaxed with more than~ ~ull college s~_ho!arship
to enroll in the Air Force ROTC Program. So, if free tu1t1on, lab and incidental
fees aren't enough ... the Air Force offers a monthly allowance of $~00.00,
tax-free, in your junior and senioryears1 even if you are not on scholarship.
And flying lessons to those qualified provide the most exciting benefit of all.
Interested?

a .:!S.

le,1111 111 lilt' llonh•1 01) 11,1m·s
held las! \11 ·1"k1•11d 1n I. 1n•d11.

Tiu.• Brows po:,;li:d m1 11ul1v1dual
in llw 11,p 11 111,·diillsl ]H,111,rs
hul sa\\ «'\l' I' \ ll',1111 11ll't11la•1
a\ t·1 ·;1:,.:1 • 1, c·II h,r I )11 r111111d:

"CLOTHES FOR
BEAUTIFUL
- PEOPL~'"

Contact __.....:=.L..=t.. .•:. ......:::.Co~l..:...• .....:K::.e::..:n:.:.:n:.::e::..:t=.:h:..:........:W.:...:·:.........:R=i:...:c:...:hm=.:..:o__n--d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
at ___________________________
Office Building "H"
_

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

Hrone

11111 111

423 South Mam

McAllen
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Baseball Stretches String To Nine
ByJANMAffiARD
The Pan American baseball
Broncs opened the month of
March by sweeping a fourgamt> sencs from the St. Edwards University Hilltoppers
last Saturday and Sunday.
The Broncs victories were
sparked by two home-runs and
a total of 11 extra base hits
during the series. Joe Hernandez collected 10 hits to
[atten his batting avera~e to
.571 The Broncs now have eight

didn't . score a single run off
Dukes to give him the h-0 shut

out.
Designated

hitter

Royce

Ma} nard hit 3 '\vo-run home
,,coring catch~r Ronnie Lair
Maynard also han ;, triple as the
Broncs collecteo seven bits and

committed no errors.

pitched the Rronc·s first seven
Jim Prodor p1ll'lwd the inninA shut-out of the s~ason.
opener on Sunda) and agam He gu \'l' up four hits ,rnd w.tlked
threw an exceUeut game. He only three. Pan Am committed
only one error and gathered JO
hits.
Tlw 13ronl's had ;in xt'iting

finale ,l. the\

players hitting over .30{1.
Ron Edquist started the first
game on Saturday a~d went the
distance. Thal gave Edquist his

first win of the season. Leftfielder Hernandez socked a ,

triple and two douules while
second-baseman Steve CastiUo
hit a solo home-run. Catcher
Wayne Cato also had a double

from l>t!hinll

£ko11t·s ha 'l' no\\ ~, 1111 mnl' in a
nm lo rnakL• lht•111 111-:' un the
sc;isi,11 TIil' rwxt ~a11u• ls a

and a sin~le.

doulilt.•-l1PadPr Frnht) night
bcginomg at ti p. nt against
Tnml~

Pan Am coUected 1;1 hits.

their tu~hest sinJ,(le game total
thus for this season.
&utl J\ld.ilammorv started
the s1irnml game on· Satw·da)
am! \\ ,1 relieved h) John I
Snufh , Dukt!s, Pan Am's
nun,lx•; one n•lic\'l•r. 111 U1e
set'orn! 11111111g dm• lo ,1 strauwd
shoulder. The H1lltopper!i

l'.UIIC

to \1111 .i I .i:wk l·:1\in.1! pildll'd
lhl· dtt',l' gallll' und \\HS
t'reuill'tl 11 ith llw 11 in.
Comm/.! lo I.lat in till' bottom of
the se, cnth 11111111~. Lill' Brnncs
were 11cm n 1-::. l 'm,ti llo ~mgletl.
was :,mt nfic:t'd tu s •t·ond l)ust!
bv Ricki Brockway. and was
knocked ·in I.Ji Hl•rn~ndl•z: who
sin~led. ttill' set'ontl. ,111d
scored on a misplayed pop up
b) Maynard ,
Brul'k \\ il) :;tulc s1x hascs
dur111g lltl' :.L'nes ln raise his
total flit I:! tor llw ) car. ·me

YER OtJTt, yells the wnpire (far right) as the Broncs end another inning in the field.
That's first baseman Joel Kuenstler (24) slJppi.ng the ball down as the Broncs run in off the

--------------------------...
field.

FOR
CLASS ROOM INSTR UCTIONAL
MATERIAL

THE SCHOOL ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY

0
ANOTIIER CUT at the ball ls taken by All-American lbort8tClp
Ricky Brockway of the Broncs. The speedy infielder ·has 12
stolen bases to his credit already this season.

REAL
ESTATE
is always a good investment!
When you put your money into a home of your own, you've
got something substantial to show for it. And with mortgage
credit opening up ... and interest rates dropping ... NOW is
the time to buy the home you •ve always wanted.
B.I.C. REALTY can help you make the most of your
money. It's ow· professional responsibility to know where
mortgage credit is most easily available and interest rat.!s
most favorable.
Buying a home is one of the smartest moves you can make,
especially 1n times like these.
So talk lo 8.1 .C. Realty now
And start living now.

l.rl.CBJ
1B
REA TOR

l

519 S. 4th

383-5198

EDINBURG
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Swimmers Place 12th In State Meet
By JAN MAYNARD
the 200 yard medley relay with Neilson put together a time of
The Pan American Univer• Sylvia Alonzo. Sara Florence, -l:49.909 to come in seventh m
slty swim team. coached by Judith Garza. Neilson and the 400 yard freestyle.
Mrs. Jeanette Hawkins, hosted Marilyn Benke.
Benke placed 24th in the 200
the Women's State Meet Feb.
In the 50 yard breaststroke, yard freestyle even with a time
28 and March 1.
Pan Am came in 24th with of 2: 48.822. Florence and
The meet was sponsored by Benke placing in that event . Estrella came in 26th and 27th
the Texas Association of ln- Betty Johnson also placed in the in the 50 yard backstroke.
tercollegiate Athletics for same event coming in l."ird.
In the 50 yard fly, Garza and
Women and included 16 teams
Pan Am came in 21st. 30th Neilson came 1n Hitll and 20th
from all over the state.
, and :!2nd in the 100 yard and both girls, along with
Pan Am finished in 12th , freestyle wilh Garza, Sandra Alonzo and Benke placed U th in
place, as the University of Estrella an<.l Florence placing the :lOO ranl free.
Texas, defending champion, respectively.
Coach Hawkins felt the meet
Garza and
walked away with the crown Johnson came in 23rd and 29th was a big success. 'This is the
with a total
692 points. In
greatest bunch of girls I have
in the 100 yard ind. med1ey.
second place was Texas A&M
Ill the ~o yard freest,le Pan ever worked with. The> gave
with 5112 points, and Southern Am had three girls place: everylhing they had-they pul
Methoctist University finished Garza. 21.itb; Florence. :J!1th: out and put out. We really had a
third with 245 points.
and Estrella. 37th. The team of good, successrul meet," sh.e
Other lop winners were the Garza, Alonzo. Benke and said.
Untvcrstt
of Texas at
Arlington • with 243 points,
Texas Tech with 2<10 points,
Southwest Tl•xas State with 226
points and Texas Christian
UniV\!l'Sily with 1118 points.
Midland College took eighth
place wi01 lGJ points, West
Texas State grabbed ninth with
WO points and Baylor placed
tenth with 1:14 points.
Tntiling w.is Texas Woman's
Un.iverstty t 9; l, PAU l 60 ), Rice
1HS 1 Texas Wesleyan College
1 59 1 Austin College t U I and
SOuthmosL College with W.
Five state recnrds were
broken dw-iM the meet. UT
broke the 200 yard medley
relay with a time of I :57.590, the
50 yard breaststroke with a
time ot :12.:12s. the 1110 yard
freestyle v. ith a clocking or
55.515 and U1e \llO yard ind.
medle) 'l'CU broke the record
in the !Oil yard backstroke with
a time of 1: 02A!l.

or

POSING IN A PRECAIUOUS position is the 1975 Women's
SWimming team for Pan American. These brave lassies just

finished competition la.st weekend in the Pan American Swim
Meet. They are (top to bottom) Judith Garza (sitting), Betty
Johnson, Sylvia Alonzo, Sarah Florence, Jemmy Neilson,
Marilyn Benke, Sandra Estrella and Mariellen Lopez. Not
pictured is Jeni Ramirez.

Sn;e }Q..I carlt go around sayi1g ~ fEn'ific, ·
let our ck1!,es do it for~

~~

In the one meter diving event.
Neilson

Pl;!n ,\m's Jconny

placed seventh with 224.70
poinls. Pan Am placed 12th in

Tennis Bunch Has Tough
Time In Team Tourney

Country Set pops a cltngy tee
shirt over a romantic voile
shirt in daisy print. and
gives a fresh new
look to springl
Below, fly-front pants.
All washable,

f

"Wear The Look
OfToday

iFor A Lovely
Tomorrow ... ''

From_
,,,.,.,.,, ~,x,
-IOUnfcumlU
.~TSlCAIJUN

cine:.

BRONC DOUBLF.S TEAM in the No. l position this year Is the
combo of (l to r) Ricardo Eynaudi and Antonio Hartmann.
Eynaudi also is ser ving as 1975 captain of the Broncs.

The tough tennis Broncs ran
into its first brick wall of the
season in the form of the
University of Texas Longhorns.
The Austin Orange handed Pan
Am its first dual-match defeat
by an 8-1 margin.
Only team captain Ricardo
Eynaudi of Pan Am managed to
win a point for the home team.
He defeated Gary Plock 7-G, 6-l
for a singles win.
Gonzalo Nunez defeated Paco
Ceron of Pan Am 6-0, 6-4;
Stewert Keller defeated Antonio
Hartmann of Pan Am 4-6, 6-3, 64; Graham ~Whaling defeated
Rob Bettauer of Pan Am 7..S, 62; Brad Nabers defeated Carlos
Eynaudi of Pan Am 6-4, 6-2; and
Paul Wiegand beat Rob Hubbard of Pa n Am 6-4, 4-6. 6-4.
The 13th ranked Longhorns
won all three doubles matches;
NWlez and Keller took R.
Eynaudl and Harbnann 5-7, 7-5,
7-5; Plock and Nabers whipped
Bettauer and Sean Sorenson G-4,
6-2; and Whaling and Dan
Byfield passed Ceron and C.
Eynaudi 7..S. 7•5.
The Broncs continued in the
learn
tournament
and
discovered a fc\1 more slw11bling blocks along the way The
Broncs losl two more dual
matches LO leams entered in lhe
\\ eekemJ tourne) .
The- Pun Americans lo:,;t a H-:I
det'isiun lo Tc.,a:. l'hri ·tian

Univcrs1h mid \ et .inolhcr

uedsiou · to Oklal1Cm1a
llniv(•1·... il.1

f~-:►

State

while rallyilll-! to

win one o[ four contests played,

~ating Texas Tech UniverSJly
in an H-1 romp.
The Broncs stand at 5.;1 on the
year , not 1m:luding Monday's
conlest ,1gaim,l Tennessee
University, ~!th more mntcbe
up-and t ·11111i11i: .

This week will be crammed
full of .it'tion with two big
matches The Rroncs play
Norlh Texas University tomorrow at 1 p.m. In Orville l
Cox tennis stadium while
returning Saturday for a big
match ag.iin.st lht• \~th ranked
UniversitJ of Alabama Crimson
Tide al I p.ni .igain. 1t 1s the
Tidl•·~ fir:-1 .isit to thi '\':1Uey.

STOP, LOOK &
LISTEN!!!
WE'VE GOT ALL THE SOUNDS
YOU LIKE TO HEA~
9:30 - 5:30 MON.-TUES.-WED.
AND 9:30-9:00 P.M. THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

UNIVERSITY
RECORD.SHOP
-' NEXT TO
~

"NO RIGHT

TURN
ON RED '
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Counseling Office Serves Many
The of£ice of Career Counseling and Placement at Pan

Am serves students; faculty and
alumni. nol just seniors and
graduate students.
Many persons think this office
1s only for those about to get
jobs. but freshmen and
sophomores
should
get
acquainted with this office
early m U1eir college life, acwrcling to Romulo Martinez,
tlirt>dor of placement.

Now, lhe student that does not
know which way he is going has

Calender
WEDNESDAY

The Methodists will have
clwpel services from noon to l
p.ni.

HOPE is holding a meeting
1, :111- 8 :io p.m. in University
Cente1· :107 i\ .
l JC ::rn;A will be the site for the
Spamsh Chili meeting 4-li p.m.
'fhe Intercollegiate Council
meets at 7::\o in UC :J05A.

THURSDAY
WHil.E PREP AR.ING case study for Remigio Mendez,
(Center) senior pre.law student, Joe Gomez, career planner.
(L) and Chris Kidd, psychometrist, (R ) look up information.

I

RUMLEY'S
For !\11•11

i ARROW

JOCKEY

Slort>

Free Gift Wrapping the year round.

I HAGGAR

FLORSHEIM

SOµTH SIDE SQU~
Edlnll rtt 383-1801

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIOS
FREE MAKE-UP LESSONS
Two Convenient Locations
219 East cano
383-4511

Edinburg

1511> W. University
~83-1381

CANTU'S
PHARMACY
511 South Closoer
383-1239

Delta Zeta will meet from f,-9

El Sol meeting is scheduled
5 :10 - ti ::111 p.m. in UC :10/i.
Mu Ep&ilon will meet in UC
:ur/A 7: :10-9 p.m.

The
Social
Workers
Association will meet :1-4 · :m
_p.m. in UC :mt1.
!K's meet 7-8::m p.m. in UC
:lll5A.

FRIDAY
Intercollegiate Knights will
meet 7.::0-10 p.m in UC :10M
and 7 through 9 in the Chapel
SUNDAY

lnterfraternity Council will
mee.t in the n01·lb gym of the
junior high al 2 :ltl-li ::m p.m.
Phi Chi Theta meets at -I· :I0-7 \
p.ni . in UC :111,.
Tau
UCPhi
:IO';.

MONDAY
will meet 7-9 p.m. in

Kappa Sigma will meet in UC

, TUESDAY
The Veterans Organization
will hold "meeting 1: 40 - :1 p.m.
in UC :!OH/\,
The Sociedad Folklorica del
Valle will meet in UC :m7 from

U0 N. 12th

Edinburg

high school transcript and Lile

student ' s choice from the
career information library.
Step U1ree includes aptiLude
tests
and
personality
questionnaires. The final step
encourages the student to observe professionals in his
chosen field under actual
wt>rking conditions.
This activity sequence is
completels flexible and steps
rnay be eliminated or altered in
any way according to the
student's neecls.
According to Martinez, the
office oI Qireer Counseling is a
MEXICO CITY is the service all student pay for at
destination of same of the art registration, anrl few seem
students at Pan Pµn during aware of the Ltinefits of going
spring break, March 22-29.
there
Sandra Swenson, who teaches
Students inlerested in what
art history courses, wants the they are <lomg or those who
students lo see pyramids at wisb lo save themselves an
Teotibuacan, Museum of An- unnecessary year ot· so of
thropology, Musewn of Modern college. should cont.act either
Art, Diego Rivera MUseum. Mr. Martinez, Joe R. Gomez,
Plaza of Three Cultures, career planner. or Chris Kidd,
ChapuJtepec Park and the ps}chornetrist, at University
Zocalo and other famous sights Center 115 or by calling :JBJ-2474
in the southern capital.
or !IUJ-:!47:t

p.m. in UC :m5.

·1115/\ 7-!} p.m.

For The Perfect G1Ct Everytime-Jewelry
A Gilt That Will Last Forever

a place where he can seek
professional help. Be can
receive he]p in deciding what he
likes or does not like, in planning what courses he needs and
in finding a job when the time
comes.
The sequence the office
follows to help a student is
siulple, yet, effective. The first
step is exploration. The
couru;elor studies lhe personal
history. occupational interests
and self-perception of a student.
Step two involves accumulating
the student's ACT lest scores.

f>-7 p.m.

---~
,_ _ ____
HONOR STIJDENTS enjoy refreshments and conversation
during the party held Friday afternoon in their honor at the
University Center. Dr. J. C. Nichols; president for academic
affairs, is shown conversing with two students,

~he

'ljoung

~a,jkion

CO-ORDJNATF.S FOR THE COILEGE GIRL
EVERYTRlNG FOR THE FEMALE GYMNAST

EL CENTRO MALL

News Briefs
Members of a class in law
cnforccmenl recently attended
u punel discussion at . the
Hidalgo Community Building
concerning lechniques to
eliu11nate residential and
busine:,;s brec.1k-i11s.
The disc.:ussion was ronducted
h) the V~Uey's crime control
units and was part of U1e
ri:i.:ular monthly meeting of the
Association of Women in Law
Enf orc.:em nt.
1\ rilm d signed lo encourage
pt•11ple to have more security at

787-290 I

Beautiful Hair is Our Thing...

ROFFLER Of McAllen
Professional Hairstyling For Men and Women
1013 Wisteria
McAllen
~. MIii! North of
Nolana Loop o/1

Norn, 1QIII s1reef

•

GB6 5
-1 Il

home and businesses was also

shown.
Mrs .
Siglinde
r'1:anz.
11111nrcipaJ · judge oJ Hidalgo,
was lhe guc.•st of honor.
The law enforcement class
fron, P.m Am Brownsville was
under the ilirection of Chris E.
Clearman.
NOMINATIO of officers for
lhe H!, 5-iti Physical Education
Club will be held .tonight in
Jlealth and PE Complex IO~ at ,
p .lll.

00
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Ir+axication Bill Subject Of Law Enforcement Seminar
A propmwd I gislalive bill
seeking to ckc:riminaliie public
inloxicali(ln is scheduled lo he
prest•nte1I to law ~nforc:ement
personnel in a ct,nference lo be
held March 7 ut Pan Am.

The 1·onfo-1ence, the first of ils
kind in Texas, will be held in the
oew
Nursing
Etluca tion

Building Auditorium from !J;:!0
a.m. to 4 p.111.
The speakers for the con-

(erem;e mc1uuc !:it,1Le ~en. Bob
Gtwllll;Jgc who irllroduced the
legisl1:1tion; ,Juhn McCabe,
legislative director for the
Nation.ii onference of Commissioners on Uniform State
I.;n1 :-, and James Risinger,
alcoholism programs coordinator for Region One in
Kansas.
The legislation, "The Texas
Alcoholism and lntox.icalion
Act." will have a marked effect

on law enforcement procedures
if passed, according to David
Carter, coordinator of the Pan
Am law enforcement sciences
program. The net effect of this
t) pe of legislation in states
where it h.is already been
enacted is lo pruvide the

and there will be no charge to
conference 1wrtlupm1b
The Texas Commission on
Alcohi1Li u, wovides a grant for
P.-1n An1's ,ilcohnli!lm ducalion
and trcJininK program to
present a\\ areness and training
seminars.

alternative for treaunent and
care to the atchoholic rather
than placing him in jail. said
Carter.
The department of Law
Enforcement Science and
Health Related Professions at
PAU is co-sponsoring the e_vent,

Not Heavy
On Math.
It's Here!

•

$6999

ONLY
(Adaptor FREE With PAU I.D. Card)
TIIE DELTA ZETA schC'lastic trophy was presented to Narda
Elena Reyes, the foreign student with the highest grade point
average of all foreign students attending PAU during the sprirog
and fall of 1974. Miss Reyes, an Inter-American Studies major s
from Reynosa, Tamps., Mexico.

Chapa Files For
City Commission Seat
Ricardo R. Chapa. Pan
American University dean of
men, has filed for a position on
the McAllen city comrnissjon in
the up-coming election .
Chapa reels he can contribute
to the continued growth of
McAllen with an open mind and
an impartial and prQgressive
attitude.
He was graduated from Pan
Am.e rican with a
BA
in general business. He earned
an MS
in education administration from Texas A&I
University. Chapa received a
fellowship to work on his Ph D
at Michigan State University.
He has compJeted all course
work and is presently writing
his dissertation on a study
conducted
in
bilingual
education. Chapa acquired his
education through baseball and
basketball scholarships and the

G I Bill.

-- -- -- -- -••

Southwest Assuciation of
Student
Personnel
Administrators,
and
was
previously active in the Texas
State Teachers Association,
National
Education
Association, the Rio Grande
Valley School Administrators
and the Classroom Teachers
Association.
Chapa and his wife have five
children who attend Pan
American University and
McAllen public schools.
"I would like to promote a
closer relationship between Pan
American and the community,.' said Chapa. The
election is scheduled for April l.

DEADLINE FOR applications for work study for the
swnme1·, £.all and spring is April
1.
Qualified students have a better
opportunity of working on the
various departments if they are
on work study.

Chapa pledged to work for
continued unity and harmon
with
the
present
administration, promote inStudents may pick up apdustrial grov:th and tourism, plications al the Financial Aid
continue good relations with Office at UC 108. A $2 fee wil1
Mexico, promote the general be required for pt·ocessing the
welfare of all McAllen citizens application.
and cooperate with all civic
organizations in promoting
civic endea,·ors.
The military experience
Olapa has includes one year in
the U.S. Army and lhe ational
Guard and two years in the U.S.
Twenty crnfs ~ Un(! w1J1h a
Marine Col'ps. He served in the
rmmntvtn ol s I 8dth 1ns·a,rfiOn
Korean Conflict in l95Q...51, and
P"Yable tn aavance
was wounded in action is a
recipient of the Purple Heart.
FEMALES , DO YOU PLAY .
He is a member of Phi Delta
Drums? Le.ad guitar" Bau? I! ,o,
we ricea you tor our ALL- FEMALE
Kappa, a national education
COUNTRY
ANO
WESTERN
fra lern.i ly,
the
a tiona I
BANDI The Golden Nugget tn
Association of Student
PerPharr. C.alt Ann Chaney al 7117 -011<
onnel Administrators.
the
or1'1 091

log

In

(11

a"

• t"

sin

cos

tan

.r

SPERRY-REMINGTON SSR-8

!

FEATURES:

7)
8)
9)

D · l:l ·El• ll:I · a

1)

FUNCTION
COMMAND and RESULT KEY

2)
3)

4)

1:1 CLEAR KEY
C3 ALL CLEAR KEY
1:1 IT KEY

S)
6)

'"al COMMON LOGARITHM KEY
,,., NATURAL LOGARITHM KEY

10)

Pan Atnerican

Cla sified Ads

Vx

SD~

U)
12)
13)
14)

EXPONENTIAL KEY
N-th POWER KEY
Y,a RECIPROCAL KEY
... SEXAGESIMAL
DECIMAL
CONVERSION KEY
.,;;, SINE KEY
<•• COSINE KEY
•~ TA NGENT KEY
• SQUARE ROOT KEY
e'

a"

'/I

•
/~
·T!an1ca
/
'

WE HAVE CALCULATORS FROM $19.99 UP!

308 SOUTH MAIN

McALLEN

682 .. 1111
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NOON CONCERT IN THE CIRCLE
-AND-

COffEE HOUSE 7:30 P.M. U.C. BALLROOM
FEATURING -

GOSNEY THORNTON
*

Inflation Hi ts Cost Of College Education
At private universities
around the country, a year's
there is the ever soaring price tuition is averaging $2,500
I mted States, inflation has of gasoline.
nationally.
rtected the cost of a college
As a state supported
Tuition is but a small part of a
cation.
university, the tuition at PAO is college education. A student has
Increases are evident in low. Students that are residents to learn to cope wlith the high
tuition, room and board, books, of Texas pay $127 for 15 class cost of living.
·lothing and other necessities. hours.
Pan Am has facilities for
room
and
board
accommodating 200 men and 200
women. 'The price for a regular
, semester of 41r~ months is $441.
This indicates that 6,400 of the
7 ,252
students
currently
enrolled at Pan Am, live with
parents or in their own apartmen ts,
'
ToG-0
Apartments are expensive
pt-r1allzing in White Flour
and sometimes bard to find in
Taco & Tortillas
the areas surrounding the
2263
Phone
college
campus .
When
Pecan McAllen 682-0921
available, a furnished apartment with one bedroom
.averages $125 to $180 a month.
Unfurnsibed apartments are
more plentiful and averaging
$100 to $1115 a month.
made with two ¼lb. All Beef patties
Some apartments include
utilities in the rental cost. Witb
the increase of utility rates, the
5 30
current trends are to let the
tenant pay the electric bill. An
apartment
with
airconditioning can easily run up a
1020 W. UNIVERSITY 383-6791
bill of 35 to $55 a month.
Inflation at the supermarket
IAcross From Fl
has its equal and opposite
reaction in the stomach.
Groceries average $40 to $60 per
month for one student. Many
,
students have seen fit to combat
-Open: ltfon1bru 'Saf.
ltobust Germmr
this problem by taking ad9:30 !,m. to 7:30 p.m _
Speclaltlei.
vantage of the government's
food stamp program.
Caterinj__
San~~hes
'For Special_
And
Occufous
Pasb"fe
By BILL GRIFFIN

For

the commuting students

.\.s with everything else in the

TO EAT

DOUBLE MEAT- DOUBLE CHEESE
BURGER

1

ONLY

POOR BOY DRIVE-IN
EDINBURG

•'Come In For Lunch"

·2oz
,_ East
- University
- --

The food stamp program caJ_l
ease the burden up to one-half
the total bill each month.
Shopping in Mexico is another
way to save money. The price of
beef is cheaper, but the quality
is lower. There is also the inconvenience and expense of
driving to Mexico to get the few
i ~ that are cheaper.
The price of gasoline also is
on the rise. The majority of
students must commute to Pan
Am from surrounding communities.
Some students
commute daily from as far
away as Brownsville or Rio
Grande City.
The increase in fuel caused by
the oil shortage, in combination
with President Ford's tariff on
foreign crude oii, bas driven the
price of regular gas to 45 cents a
gallon at a self-.service gas
pump. The prices at full service
stations are high enougb to not
advertise the cost.
Students deal with the gas
problem by driving small c~s
and forming car pools. Others
take the bus when convenient.
Books ancJ school supplies are
costing the student more each
year. A spiral notebook con-sisting of 129 pages costs $1.2-9
or a penny per page. Pencils
once costing 5 cents, are now 10
cents. A package of typing
paper containing 200 sheets cost
98 cents two yeah ago, and now
retails for $1.30.
On the average, a student can
expect to spend at least $40 for
books in one semester.
Buying used books is the best

·_____ :}!Ja?illO

-

~ a~lflVICI WIFH 1HI IPEfD Ol$0UHD

"°"',,.._

CHICKEN IS BETTER!
HAMBURGERS ARE BETTER!

AND DECIDE
FOR YOURSELF

!-

815

tlfs"si~ 9th.

2~::L~~

585--5961
.
682-0331
1205 SOUTH CI.OSNER
EDTh(B RG

383-30H

OPENING SOON!
465 EAST HIDALGO

•

R OF 21ST AND
EAST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

®

689--3039

RAYMONDVILLE

•

method for saving money on
textbooks.
If a student knows someone
who has taken a certaln course,
he can sometimes borrow the
needed book for the semester.
Other students can elect not to
buy the books at all and borrow
a classmate's book to read the
assignments.
- clothing takes another chunk
out of the student's income or
savings. A pair of blue jeans
now cost $12 , shirts $6 and lmit
socks $2 a pail".
This clothing problem is
difficult to solve since styles
and seasons change and clothes
wear out. Students watch for
clothing sales and take ad~
vantage of them. stores dealing
in factory ·•second'' clothing
are popular with some students.
Many students, including
men, are learning to sew and
mend their own wearing apparel. The "in" styles ·e
usually avoided
except on
special occasions.
In gaining a college education
money will always be a
problem.A student who realizes
the value of a diploma is
perhaps the most resourceful
when dealing with inflati~n.
·'REGARDLESS
of
a
student' major, there should
be someone at Career Day to
interest him," said Rornulo fl.
Martinez. director of career
planning, placement and
testing.
Career Day at PAU is
scheduled for April 23, 9-11:30
a.m. and 1:30-4 p.m. in the
PAU Field House. It Is intended
to show freshmen, sophomores
and juniors the career opportunities available to them,
Martinez said.
The major
professions
represented will be business
firms, hospitals. government
agencies, lhe armed services
and school districts.

ST DE TS AT PA
AM
wishing lo student-teach in the
ummc-r should have their
application on file m the
tudent teachin~ uHicc by April
1.

For more information eoni.art
Mrs. Amadita R l\luniz,
director of I\ <lt•nl Lci.Jth!ng.
Education nmlthng i:11,

•
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DISCOPLEX
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NOW SHOWING AT THE

C I T R.us OF EDINBURG

-

Features Fri. - 7:25 - 9:20
CINEMA 2 Sat.
&Sun. -1:45 -3J35-5;38-7:25 -9:Z5
- - - They'd do anythtng ror a story ... and do.
J'U0 NOFITfl 10TH ST . -682-4349

FUSSBALL

TOURNAMENT!
MONDAY, MARCH 10th, 6:30 TO 7:30 P.M.
ENTRY FEE $1.00 • CASH PRl~ES ONLY
LIMITED REGISTRATION - COME EARLY TO ENTER

FEATURING: "DYNAMO TABLES"
the official tables for the
TEXAS CHAMPIONSHIP FUSSBALL
TOURNAMENT

6th Bl
WEE

ATTHE

PARK BOWL
Your Enlertalment Center in Edinburg
Across From The Echo Motel
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Pan American News Highlights
May Graduates Urged To Apply

TIIE PAU LIBRARY has an art display of the Texas Fine
Arts Association, a traveling exhibition. Above are two of the
displays which may be seen through March 6 on the tirst floor of
the library

Application For Financial
Aid Being Accepted Now
loans,
grants,
According to Frank G. through
Herrera, clirector of financial scholarships and work study or
aid, applications ar:e now being campus employment.
The budget that is proposed
accepted for financial aid for
for this year is larger compared
the sw11IDer session.
Applications may be pieked to last year's. since it is taking
up at the Financial Aid Office, into consideration the rislng
University Center 108 and must cost of such necessities as
be returned no later than April gasoline.
1. Generally, one application
For example, the budget
will cover tbe fall, spring and offered last year to a commuter
summer sessions, and one was l ,365,and this year it is up
$1,490.
application will suffice for all to
In addition to filling out the
the programs available through
application a student must pay
the Financial Aid Office.
Financial aid onJy has a a $2 processing fee and include
certain amoW1t of money to a financial statement.
Anyone having problems or
distribute, sald Herrera. Its
purpose is to help students wishing more information
furt~er their education by should contact Cindy Roseland
giving financial assistance at 381-2501 for guidance and
counseling.

Any student who has plans to
graduate in May, and has not
applied for graduation should
do so as soon as possible, according to Mrs. HeJen Snider,
Pan Arn registrar.
Although the deadline ha·
been extended, Mrs. Snider
stoled lhat students who have
not applied run the risk of not
being listed on the graduation
program and not having their

diploma al'rive on time.
Mrs. Snider emphasized thal
late applicants would not be
kept from graduating, if all
academic requirements have
been met.
The re..ison for the early
deadline is that all applications
have to be processed and
verified by individual department heads, Applicants then
receive letters listing the

THE PAN AM CHAPI'ER of
the Kappa Delta Sorority will
sponsor a food booth at the
Fiesta Hidalgo Fair and Art
Show entitled KD Delectables.
The annual county fair is being
held Marcil l at the Edinburg
Town Square.
The sorority
members
working in the booth will be
selling a wide variety of
tradiWlnal food favorites. 'The
booth will be open from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.

A
CONVENTION
for
DR. ARNULFO S. MAR·
government majors will be held TJNEZ, vice-president for
March 5 from 3-5 p.m. at the Inter-Amedcan Affairs and
PAU Ballroom.
lntemationaJ Education, was
The purposes of the con- · recently interviewed by the
vention are to welcome old and "Voice of the Organization of
prospective
government American States· radio system
majors, to form a government in Washington, D.C.
major's organization, to begm
The 10-minute interview,
the process of electing student taped in Spanish, discussed the
representatives from such an importance and advantages of
orgacuzation,
to
discuss Latin American students atcounseling needs in order to tending
Pan
American
help the department improve University. In the interview,
its ·counseling system and to Dr. Martinez also emphasized
discuss other related problems Pan American's interest in
and ideas,
promoting better relationships
A group of panelists will between itself and Latin
speak on various careers American universities.
Dr Martinez said the inpertaining to government.
For further information, terview will bring more
contact Gary Mounce, asslstant prestige and publicity for PAU
professor, Department of when it is aired in the near
Political Science, in Office future.
Dr. Martinez said the inBuilding A, room 6 or call 3812515.
terview will be broadcast over
500 radio stations in Mexico,
WOMEN GRADUATES from Central America, South
the south central region of the America and the United States.
United States will be competing
SOUTHERN NEWSPAPER
for the annual Soroptimist
Fellowship Award through men and women may apply for
the Ralph McGill Scholarship
March 25.
The $1,674 award may be Fund grants for the 1975-76
applied
to
study
in academic year, before May 1.
Applicants must show an
psychological research, body
chemistry, polltics, govern- ·•abiding interest" and aptitude
ment. advanced engineering, for newspaper writing and
geology or energy, physical and edlting and successful apmental health fields and the plicants must convince the
arts. To apply, a student must committee that they are
hold a bachelor's degree or its determined to make a career of
newspapering,
equivalent.
The scholarship fwtd was
Application
forms
are
available in Lhe University created to honor the late Ralph
Counseling Center in University McGill, publisher of The
Atlanta Constitution.
Center 109.
Applicants must live in any of
THE
AMERICAN
the
14 Southern states. Awards
NICARAGUAN School in
Managua, Nicaragua, may will be based on journalistic
provide an interesting teaching interest and aptitude plus need.
position for a properly qualified Grants will be made in amounts
not to exceed Sl.500 for a full
Pan Am student.
The school, accredited by academic year.
Application blanks may be
both the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools and the obtained from the Ralph McGill
Scholarship Fund, Box 4689,
Nicaraguan
Ministry
of
Education, is seeking a single Atlanta, Ga. 30302.

PROSPECTIVE MAY
graduates
may
order
graduation invitations at the
Pan American Book Store
beginning March 10
According to Mrs. Lucille
Johnson,
bead
cashier,
graduates may order as many
or as few invitations as they
need, and prices will vary
depending .on the type of invitation ordered. A small
deposit will be required.

THE AFROTC detachment at
Pan Am will hold its annual
spring field day March 22 at
Anzalduas Park irt Mission
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The activities will include a
barbecue, competitive sports
like softball, volleyball, touch
football and relays.
The four ROTC flight groups
will compete against each other
in the sports activities.
ROTC cadets handled the
planning for U1e event.

11w:

EMPORIUM
EDINBURG

202 E. MclNTYRE

FIRST WEDNESDAY

SALE

LAST OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE
ON ALL WINTER MERCHANDISE

*

ALL ITEMS

- 1/2 PRICE

• SUITS • COATS • SWEATERS • SHORT JACKETS • VESTS •

- ALSO -

JEANS-:, * * -::-$5° 0
SHOES & BOOTS* ~:- * *s7so
GIRLS TOPS* * * * * *HALF PRICE
-l!-

- PLUS -

MANY OTHER BARGAINS!

*

courses they lack in order to
graduate.
May graduates will be
receiving a newsletter al the
end of April, explaining the
details of the graduation
ceremony.
Graduation ceremorues will
include December, 1974,
graduates and will be held May
18 in the Pan American Field
House.

female candidate with an MA in
counseling and guidance who
SECOND
LIEUTENANT
speaks Spanjsh. 1'he school has Charles E. Norman, a 1972
specified a single person for the graduate of Pan Arn, has been
job because the salary offered awarded silver wings upon
would cover the living expenses graduation from the U.S. Air
of only one person. A woman is Force navigation training
preferred because the over- school at Mather Air Force
whelming majority of students Base, Calif.
at the school are girls.
He is being assigned to Luke
Students may seek further Air Force Base, Ariz., for flying
information at the University duty in the F-4 Phantom with a
Counseling Center in University mtit of the Tactical Air ComCenter 109.
mand.
~!¼~i::!t:~::~:;:~::t:::z:t.>;:::::!:t1:;:~~~~!=:=~::.::s>:e:=-s::!:::::~;:~::~-=~~?.::::::~;;:~"!~=!~::SR~~=:f
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THE FOOD STORE
AT 10TH STREET & WGHWAY 107
A convenient place to stop and shop.

:!:\

t~

i

WE HAVE: BEVERAGES GROCERIES - GASOLINE
SCHOOL & PICNIC SUPPLIES

AF~:~eli1~E~:0:v\~Lv:~~G''
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.;~

OPE
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383-0551
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Merger Bill Awaits Green Light
I

TI1e Pan American Univer- and 57 per cent of the student
opposed
the
body
sity board of regents meet
merger.
today to decide \Vhether or not
At last week's merger
to SUppOrt the PAU-UT merger
meeting,
apcommittee's recent recom- committee
proximately 70 students turned
mendation lo seek the merger.
The committee voted six to out to air their questions on the
three in ,favor of the merger., proposed merger. Student's
Student representatives, Eddie questions were written out and
handed
lo
the
student
de la Garza and Cynthia Mata,
and Moises Vela. regent, were representatives on the comthe only members of the .mittee. The representatives
committee voicing a negative then addressed lhe questiuns to
other committee members.
vote.
Vela asked Dr Frederick von
Both a student and faculty
·vote were taken at both the Ende, faculty representative on
Edinburg and Brownsville the board why 27 per cent of the
faculty failed to vote. Von Ende
campuses.
The Pan Am faculty vote told Vela that no one was £arced
including the Brownsville
faculty response: yielded: 143
yes votes, 25 no votes, 22 undecided but pledged to support
the regents' decision. three
Arrangements £or recruitundecided votes
without
pledged support and four ment and orientation of Pan
American students Crom Valley
faculty no-votes.
The student vote totalled 2,205 high schools are currently being
no votes cast and 1,685 yes votes made in conjunction with the
from a total· student vote of' first annual Media Conference
March 21-22, according to Dick
PRDIDENT PRO-TEM of· the student senate 1 HolUs
3,980 votes cast.
Rutledge, urges students to formulate questions before the
A comparison of both polls Davison, director of inshows that 73 per cent of the formation for the conference.
merger coIIllllittee meeting last week.
Valley high schools will be
(aculty approved the merger
invited to come to the Pan
American
campus to participate in panel discussions
that
include
university
Semana-de la Raza again will present a lectw-e-recital March1 Sol, March 18, after? p.rn. in the students,
Valley
media
be observed on the Pan 20 at 8:15 p.m. in the Fine Arts Ballroom.
representatives and other out of
El Club Espanol is planning to town media professionals.
American campus March 17-21. Auditorium, sponsored by the
sing and recite Spanish Poetry
Organizations that will University Center Program
The general orientation will
and perform skits and oratories include
participate in activiti~ include Council.
information
on
in the Ballroom, March 18 from available scholarships, extra
"Pilo Tamra no Luca" a
Camp, Intercollegiate Knights,
£amous Spanish play is 4-7 p.m.
Sociedad Folklorica, Newman
curricular activities and
Semana de la Raza will current programs.
scheduled March 16f in the Fine
Club, El Sol. El Club Espanol.
conclude with a dance sponArts Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.,
University Center
Program
sored by UCPC, March 21 at 8
also sponsored by UCPC.
Council and the Veterans
The IK's will present a group p.m., in the Edinburg Activity
Organization.
bicultural of Spanish dancers, March 19, Center.
Bili.ngual /
Music will be furnished by
elementary teacher Estella in the University Center Circle.
Noe Pro and his group. AdSalinas, will speak to students Dr. Hinojosa Smith, foreign
at l p.m. March 18, in the language specialist, will follow mission is free to students with
their identification cards. The
the presentation.
Ballroom.
An arts and crafts exhibit is Veteran's organization has
A tamale sale is scheduled
throughout the week in front of scheduled March 17 In the planned a special activity
Circle by Sociedad Folklorica. during the dance.
the Snack Bar. They will sell for
The Newman club has
$1.20a dozen or 10 cents each. A
THE UNIVERSITY CENTER
stage band concert and baile planned a Mexican dinner
folklorica is scheduled for 7:30 March 19 at $1 per plate. They Program Council bas scheduled
p.m., March 19, at the Student have also scheduled a Mariachi a general meeting at 7 p.m.
Center for Social Involvement. Mass, March 20 at 11 a.m. in the Thursday at the Snack Bar. Any
one interested in joining is
Jose Greco and Nana Lorca a SCSI.
welcome,
said Mike R Perei,
Two performances of "El
busband.,..wife team, and well
known personalities will Teatro" will be presented by El president.

St:udents
Recruited

Semana De La Raza Planned

to vote.
De la Garza, later said,
··Many students don't think jt
matters if they vote."
Morris Atlas chainnan of the
commihee, denied any secrecy
had been involved with the
conductance of lhe committee
investigation.
De 1a Garza praised Dr.
Ralph Schilling's account of
problems encountered, while
attempting to secure funds for
Pan Am.
Pan Am students quickly filed

out of the meeting following the
committee's decision to support
the merger.
After the meeting was con,.eluded members of the student
government pledged their time
and effort to seek more information on the proposal
President of the senate,
Santana Gonzalez, urges all interested persons to show up (or
the second peaceful demonstration against the merger
scheduled for 2:30 p.m. today.
Gonzalez, who terms the
planned demonstration a rally,
said the Pan American
University Student Association
plans to bring some Texas
legislators to the campus to
speak at a question-answef
session.
According to Hollis Rutledge,
president pro-tern of the senate,
student government has a{>proved circulation of a petition.
to be signed by students
claiming that not enough advantages to the merger have

been shown.

Thornton Performs At Coffee House
Folk and country music
singer, Gosney Thornton, will
appear in concert at a reopening of the Coffee House
tonight from 11-11 p.m.
Singer, songwriter and
guitarist, Thornton's show is
composed of 90 per cent original
compositions depicting different aspects of life in a
straight forward, easy going
manner.
Thornton performs on the

guitar, harmonica , banjo, slide
guitar, vocals and considers
himself a poet with a message
The music he uses is just a
vehicle to get his point across.
Thornton, a native Texan,
returned to his homeland in 1967
alter pedorming with various
rock-n-roU groups in the
Washington, DC area. In Texas,
he has continued his career with
the more mellow sounds of folk
and country music.

For three years, he bas
toured the college circuit
throughout the West. Midwest
and Southwest and he has
performed with popular artists;
The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band,
Johnny
Otis,
Kenneth
Threadgill, Pamela Polland,
Steve Fromholz, Read Steagall,
I<'- ddje King and others.
Thornton is now involved with
the Austin music scene.

T. GOSNEY fflORNTON, singer, S01'gwriter and guitarist,
will perform at the Coffee House tonight from 8-11 p.m.

1
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Letters To The Editor
t am in a state of ambivalence
as to the University of Texas
merger. I fully believe "that the
students of this University are
entitled to their opinions and
should express them especially
where this matter is concerned.
However, some students hav\
decided to take matters into
their own hands.
Leaflets were approved to be
distributed on campus which
voiced opinions against the
merger with the stipulation that
they were not to be distributed
before all late voting had been
cast. These leaflets were passed
out all day Monday ( before and
after voting), and thatis a gross
injustice of the rights of
with
opposing
students
viewpoints. Also, a poll was
administered all day Monday
and it wasn't approved ior
polling purposes on this
University. If this poll was not
approved, then it is beyond my
comprehension why no one In
authority st-0pped. it.

It is against all good, ethical

voting procedures for anyone to
try to influence votes within the
voting area, and yet almost all
of my classes had notes written
on the board which stated "Vote
NO on the U.T. Merger-this
statement does not necessarily
reflect the viewpoint of the
instructor.'' It is my belifef that
these three. events had quite an
impact on the vote which was
taken, and it is very evident
that students whose opinions
differed from those stated
above were discriminated
against and their rights were

violated.
! think it is essential that the
students realize that they have
an obUgation to abide l;>y the
opinions known they sho\lld do
SQ within the guidelines which
are already established and not
by their own rules which can be
rules of this University and that
II they wish to mak.e their
changed to lit any given
situation. I sincerely hope that

through the necessity to do so..
. because we need to.
Minorities have had enough.
Their cultures have been
stomped on long enough. . .
violence breaks out. .. ls that
the only way to get anything
done? UT certainly has
everything to gain by merging.
Why else would they come down
here? ls UT known to be "extra
nice.". . or is it more appropriate to say OT swallows
growing universities to satisfy
its greedy appetite for power?
UT. I don't want your prestige
because you can always find a
way. such as, "UT at Edinburg," to treat us different. ln
other words, discriminate
against us! I respect you in the
sense that vou are an institution
of higher· learning. Wisdom,
first of all, should be used to
learn about the self and how to
keep that self in harmony ... for
seU's sake and for the sake or
other selves: If you have all the
wisdom in the world and can'L

those students wbo were involved in the breaking of these
regulations realize what they
have done. In essence they have
cast a shadow over Pan
American University beeawse
these events were covered and
televised by the local Valley TV
stations and anyone who was
watching television on Monday
night could see that there is a
faction of our student body who
are not willing to try and
change matters by the existing
method; they would rather take
matters into their own hands,
and all this can lead to is
irresponsibility.
Respectfully,
Michael Mc Murphy

******•~_:irr••
I, as a student at Pan
American, am very proud. We
as chicanos should act as a
strong family through the need
to pull together, through the
need to care for each other.

see what r mean or if you see
what I rnean and don't put it
into practice. . . you have
nothing!
I am proud of Pan American
as I am proud of my Mexican
' n.u:ne. To give way to your
desires would be to give up my
honor and I'm not willing to do
thatc: Should this
merger
become a reality, 1 will immediately withdraw from Pan
Am. This is nothing new . . .
students withdraw au lhe time
but this is a totally different
situation.
I see you as a bluebonnet.
You're a wild flower yet
beautiful but so is the prickly
pear! We can be pleasing to the
eye and very sweet but you

have to handle us with care. We
don't want to be added to your
garden' I personally don't
believe that violence is the
answer because it's against
God's way, but others feel
differently! Think about it!
A Concerned Student.
Valentin T. Alejandro

Guest Commentary
EDITOR'S NOTE: The merget

sub-committee had a media
representative at all except one
meeting, and an invitation was
extended here. Members appeared on television to answer
questions and declared at tha1

time they were disclosing all
information they had. lt might
mo be noted they attempted to
answer aD questions put, even
though that answer might have
been that the information
wasn't available or that an
answer was a matter ot
speculation.

The ri!cent decision by the
PAU-UT merger committee to
recommend that the board of
regents seek a merger is at long
last over. However, it bas never
quite been established or
verified that such an act would
benefit this institution.
It seems a shame

that the

committee, comprised of individuals so higbly qualified,
dignified. and learned was not
able to make public the total
data on the merger system.
ll a merger is so advantageous then why the closed
door meetings? ll a merger is to
benefit the quality of education
available to the students, tben
why do the students hesitate to
make use of this availability?
It befuddles me as to why I
bothered to cast my vote last,
week in the student opinion poll.
Possibly it might have been
better bad I remained apathetic
toward this controversial issue.
After all, I could have claimed
ignorance as the source of my
apathetic nature.
I know almost less now than I
lmew before about the pros and
cons .of the merger issue, and
God knows that what litUe I

.------------------------,1
FOR
CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIAL

THE SCHOOL
ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY

know now bas all been in- discontent and disappointment
troduced to me through hear- there is today.
say.
Thus, even if 1 could reach
I am of the opinion that, had
peace of mind, I'll never know
the committee in its quest for
information on the merger been
as enthusiastic about informing
the student populace on the
total findings as it was in
making sure that no outsiders
were present at the meetings,
Annie Webb, a graduate
then there would not exist the assistant in the department of
history, recently was awarded
the pan american an Institute of International
E(.1•1C';1tion scholarship.
Editor
Cr a.lg Smllh
Tbe scholarship will take
Assoc. Ed,
Martt>a McClain
Copy Ed ,
Diana Lopez Mrs. Webb and her husband and
Shi ff Rcp0rtel'S
BIIIGr!flln
two children to Santiago, Chile,
Ranav Willard in September. There, she will
Reporttts
Sall" Prelmes!Mrger
complete tbe research for a
Jan Maynard
Linda Maeder possible doctoral dissertation
David o,a~
on the Chilean parliamentary
Jayne Schmidt
era of 18ll0-1910.
Clrculallon
Ismael Enrique,
Mrs. Webb, who holds a BA in
Sports Ed
David Newman
Photos
Inter-American Studies, is
Rlc:hard G Ivens
Heclor Cruz
presently completing her

vhether we should love the
University of Texas for its
money or its academic prestige.
Gilbert Tagle

Mrs. Webb Receives
Doctoral Scholarship

AdMl!noger

Rl,l'dv Nordmeyer

Ron Keller
GrJd, A$il
Advisor
,.
H11rrv Quin
The Pan Americ:nn sluder,! newspaper
ot Pan AmeriGar1 Uriiversllv, is publlshed
bY Sluoenl Publlcalions. Emllla Hall IDO,
phone 381,l~l. al Edinburg, TeJ<a,, <?t CII
Wednesday except during namlnations
and holiday, una11r Or. M fke .Nevar11r, v1~e
Pf'C!ild11111 tor ttuttent ,,tall'$ ; and Harr~
Ouln. advl!;or, V!tws prrseftled are thc,se

master's degree in history and

her thesis research will be on
the Andean Common Market.
Mrs. Webb, was chosen as an
aJternate to the scholarship last
year before winning it this year.
In both instances, she was
assisted by Or. Arnulfo Martinez and the Division o( lnter American Affairs and It.
ternational Education, which
helps appUcants for tile
scholarship.

,

,
1
j
1

or sludenl5 ar,d do nol nec.,.sarllv retied

I

1hose 01 the unlvel'$tlY adm1n rstralion
sutiscrlplion price bv ma11 · SJ a year
Contributions and lel!en; 10 rtu, edllor
should be suiimitled bV noon the Friday

'

For The Perfecl Gil'\ £veryllme-Jewelry
A CUl Thal Will Last Forever

before publlcatlon Bolh mav beediled_

Edinburg

,,
tlll

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR

CROWN-REVOX-BOSE -PHASE LINEAR
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Applications For Publications Positions Accepted
Applications are now bemg
at
Student
Publications, Emilia Hall 100,
for the editorships. of The Pan
American and El Bronco. thtstudent newspaper
and

received

yearbook.

Under
new
policies
established by the Publications
Committee of the university,
The ?an American is to publish
a story and a display ad-

vertisement in the last issue
before March 15 each year
inviting applications for the two
editorial posts and laying down
conditions and procedures for
appointment of editors.
•·Applicants
wil1 appl
directly to the faculty :.ponsor
for the yearbook and newspaper
by April 1, ., according to the
new policy.
The applicants must describe

Coop & Cont. Ed. Jobs
There also are openings for a
Cooperative and Continuing
Education Jias several job part-time job in a Brnwns\'ille
b,mk and one opening for a pre•
opemngs for the summer.
Biolog} majors can begin law stud ·nt in McAllen.
Interested students should go
work for the U.S. Department of
ll) lhe Cooper.:1tive and ConAgriculture in May.
'11,e ational Oceanic and t[numg nffi.ce. Emilil.-1 H.ill JU).
Atmospheric Administration in to set up ,m interview.
Boulder.
Colo..
and
Washmgton. D.C., will hire preEDWARD E. NICHOLS
engineer:; and math and physics
majors to begin work ln May. assistant professor of the Art
The Navy will inlerview de.parbnent at Pan Am, will
students March 17 £or positions present a collection of his artin personnel management in work entitled ·•Breakfast in
Corpus Christi. in procurement Oaxaca" next month.
The presentation of his
.it Dallas, ln aceounting at San
Diego. alif., and positions in sketches. is slated for April 15-management analysis in April 25 in the PAU Fine.Arts
Complex .
Wasf'lington. D.C.

LAS PALMAS SHOPPIN G CENTER
EDINBURG

''Where People Are
'
Really..• Our Business'' .
CARRYING THE MOST FAMOUS
NAMES IN WEARING APPAREL ..
CALIFORNIA THREADS
DITTO'S
HAGGAR
BOSTONIAN
DONN KENNEY

GOLDEN VEE

FRITIZ

Of CalHornia

LANGTREE

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 7

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --

J emole Srnduntes ...
( ~oking for job nllernnlives ?
Recaive o direct
commission as o
lieutenant.

Recel~e over $700.00
per month •

.. .

Apply immediately to
insure o job when yo11
graduate .

. ..

Serve os on Army

Offictr for 2 years,
FOR DETAILS CONTACT:

LLT SUSAN JANOVSKY

USA SADRC

8630 Broadway
San Antonio, Texas
nut of town ca 11

22S·SSll, Ext 4S48
APPLY NOW TO RESERVE YOUR JOB FOR MAY OR JUNE

-

their qualifications, provide the
names of three references
whom they bave asked to write
letters of recommendation
directly to the sponsor and state
their philosophy or policies for
thp operation of the newspaper
or year book.
After the applications are
received by the faculty sponsor
they will be evaluated and
ranked b) the sponsor. The
evaluation and rankinl,( will be
forwarded to tbe chairman of
the Publicatio'ns omm1ttee
who will call a m ting the
first Monday after April 15. This
will give committee members a
week to study tbe evaluation
and applications. Applicants
must be on hand for the committee meeting and be in•
terviewed by members.

Minimum qualificatrons for
applicants. established by the
committee, require applicants
to have had at least one course
in reporting and one in editing
in journalism or equivalent
professional experience on a
newspaper or other publication
or two years tall work on The
Pan American or El Bronco.
'the applic,mts shall have a
minimum Jc:radt• point average
of 2.00, hav a niinimw11 of 1;0
semester hout's and I.le in
good standing with the Division
of Student Affairs. The l'Olll·
mittee may waive the minm1wn
qualifications if condition:.'
warrant.

Alicia Cortez, one or three
students appointed to lhe
committee by Eddie de la
Garza. student body presidt:-nt.
Other students are C'l:lrmen
Garcia and Freel I.ongol'ia.
Facult} and admini tration
member
are Dr. Barry
Thompson. St v' Pl'lplu·). Dr.
R.N. J'\1.cMkhae!, Or. Marv
~ ·haefer. Dan Alvirez. and
Porter Strntlon 111· _ 1\likl'
Nevarez, \'ll.'t' prc:mhmt for
Stt.u.lenl Affairs. :-.ml l2mn ar<'
ex-officio lllCIIIUi..'l':i,

Sponsor
of
lht•
two
publications is Harr~ Quin_
Chairman of the Pu1Jlit1-1tions
Committee tor this )t'~ir is

budget. In other .S. rec.'essions
taxes went down and people had
more money to spend for
consumer goods.

Dr.

Taxes
Higher tax payments ran
ahead of all other price increases in the cQnsumer's 1!)74
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f===-= Pan American News Highlights=-=====)
TEATRO DEL SOL 1B making
THE OCIETY of Phvsics
plans and preparations for Students will sponsor or: J.C.
"Semana de la Raza:• Ar- Thompson, from the University
mando Castro. president of the of Texas at Austin, in a talk
new campus organization, March 1:l at :1 p.m. in Education
explains the concept of the Building 161.
teatro.
Thompson wtll • discuss oppor tuni ti es available £or
"Teatros are short skits 1 act<;,
or actos. They are usually mlnorities, especially females,
in graduate work. thermo
comical or satirical situations
exposing social problems or a nuclear fusion and the activities
true-to-life nature,'' he said. of the Physics department at
Austin.
"We perform in public places
without sets and scenery. We
VETERA S WtSHING to
don't consider our actors
attend
summer sessions at Pan
professional, nor do we wear
American
should go by the
costumes and memorize
Registrar's
Office and sign up
scripts. The hour long
presentations begin and are so that GI benefit checks may
accompanied by a guitarist (Ir continue. The deadline for
two. The guitar is a very basic veterans wishing their checks
and important element of our to continue without interruption
is late March.
cultural expression."
Students who are not
Paul Chacon, director and
accompanist, has had ex- currently enrolled in classes
perien e in several teatros of should inform the Registrar by
similar design. "He has been a April 25 of their intentions to
tremendous asset with our attend. Students attendin~
orgamzatton and production, classes and wishing to attend
swnmer seSSlons shoruc1 also go
efforts " said Castro
by the Registrar's Office.
ROSE MARIE CALLES, Pan
Am senior from Edinburg, was
TIIE PAN AM CHAPTER OF
the winner of a IO-speed bike Alpha Chi, national honor
rafiled by the Pre-Law Society society, will participate in the
recently.
1975 national meeting of
Miss Calles said she bought chapters on AprU 3-5 in Atlanta,
two 50 cent raffle tickets from Ga.. according to Dr. Sylvia
Pre-Law and was thrilled when Dominguez, Alpha Chi sponsor.
she learned she had won the
Registration will begin on
bike.
April 3 at the Atlanta American
Hollis Rutledge. president of Motor Hot.el. The meeting willPre~Law , presented Miss begin with a dinner April 3 and
Calles with the bike l<riday will conclude at noon April 5.
afternoon.
Jo Sherman of Edinburg, the
student
delegate from Pan Am,
REGISTRATION FOR two
courses in reaJ estate to be will speak on "Effects on
conducted at Pan Am , Television Violence on Young
Brownsville Center is currently Children."
underway.
The courses will meet March
3-8 a t the Brownsville Civic
Center fro 8: 30 a ,m. to 4: 30 p.m.
The two courses offered are
Salesman Course I and Broker
Course TI.
For additional information
contact Vivian Per menter,
Administrative Assistant, in

Brownsville at S'IB-4284.

Madman
Mach II
M!OW

D'Gala
Spire

THE
BLACK
SHEEP
honorary fraternity will meet at
lbe Karnpus Kitchen west of the
campus, at 7 p.m. March 15.
Purposes of the organization
include stimulating critical
thought, promoting rugged
individualism and furthering
the goaJs of "sheepdom.''
The fraternity is a parody on
organizations, and intends to
estabjjsh a model organization
to act as a standard for others,
according to David Guetzow,
temporary preslding officer.
Topics for discussion at this
week's meeting include the
proposed constitution and "how
to promote sheepdom on
campus.''

for more investigative reporting in the Rio Grande Vall.ey.
He fell this would "help
disperse the lethargy round in
reporting and the apathy found
in readers.'' Be felt that
reporters were not to blame as
they were already overworked
and did not have the time to do
the kind of reporting required.
Tips given to various news
stations by the general public
have helped provide news,
according to Harr, students are
encouraged to send tips on
possible stories in to these
stations and usually will be paid
for those used.

PAN AM'S TWO-YEAR OLD
program in continuing and
THE NEWMAN CENTER cooperative education is far
will sponsor another chalupa ahead of many older and
dinner today from 11 a.m. to 2 similar programs in the United
p.m. at the Student Center for States.
Social Involvement, west of the
This is the judgment of
dorms. The plate served will Charles A. H~~t. director of
contain three chalupas ( tortilla
size!, rice and salad and will
cost ooe dollar. The public is
invited to stop by and buy a
plate.

cooperative education at
Temple
University
in
Philadelphia. Hulet. who helped
start lhe program at Temple,
recently visited Pan Amet'ican
University to confer with L.A
Youngman, director of continuing
and
coopera live
education here
After
returning
to
Philadelphia Hulet commended
the PAU program in a letter to
Dr.
Bruce
Underwood,
associate professor of English
and Mass Communications and
who was also formerly on the
faculty
at Temple.

EASTER lfOLIDA YS and
spring break will be combined
for Pan Am students, March 2429. Studehts will be out two
weekends with a week in between.
The dorms will close on
March 21 at 6 p.m. and will reopen at l p.m., Marcb 30.

NOW OPEN!

LEE HARR a
retired
television newsman now living
in La Feria, recently spoke on
reporting in the Valley before
PAU mass communications
students.

Harr, formerly of the Harbenito Broadcasting Co.. advised studeats who want to be
broadcasters to start with
Reporting 1 and Il. This, he
said, would give them a better
understanding
of
news
coverage.
He also expressed the need

THE
PANT EXPRESS
ACROSS FROM PA U CAMP US

ANEW CONCEPT IN CLOTHING STORES
BLUE JEAN LEISURE SUITS
FOR UNDER $30.00
OVERALLS ONLY $14.00
COME IN AND REGISTER FOR A

FREE s20°0

GIFT CERTIFICATE TO BE GIVEH AWAY!

Air Force ROTC...The college
scholarship program with
sky-high benefits.

Some people might need to be coaxed with more than a full college sc_holarship
to enroll in the Air Force ROTC Program. So, if free tuition, lab and incidental
fees aren•t enough .. the Air Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,
tax-free, in your junior and senior years, even if you are not on scholarship.
And flying lessons to those qualified provide the most exciting benefit of all.
Interested?
Contact.___L_t_._C_o_l_._K_e_n_n_e_t_h_W_._R_i_c_hm
__o_n_d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Building "H"
at - - - - - -Office
----------- -----------------

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC
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The Calendar
Wednesday

Friday

The Methodists. meet nooo - 1
p.m. in lbe Chapel.
HOPE will meet an the
University Center 307A 6:30 .
8::m p.m.
The Spanish lub will gath r in
UC 306A 4-6 p.m
Intercollegiate Council will hold
a meeting 7· 30-9 m UC 305A
1K will meet in front or the
ballroom 9-12.
The P ychology Club will meet
5-7 p.m. in science auditorium 2.
UCPC will meet In the Ballroom
from 8 to 11.
Spanish Club rame tickets wm
be old all week on campus.

The Inter<:ollegiate Knights will
meet 7·30-10 p.m m UC 306A.
Saturday
The Baptist Student Union and
the Student Center for Social
Involvement will get together ln
the Ballroom 5-11 :30 p.m.

I

Commentary

Miller Emphasizes Mexican-American Hi tory

By BIIL GRIFFIN
Dominican College in Houston
Dr
Hubert J . Miller, tias entitled her paper
professor in th
associa e
"Developing a CompetencyHist.or Department at Pen Based Bilingual Teacher
Am, wlll deliver a commentary Tr-a ming Program."
on a paper pre ented by
The topic of the paper is the
Sunday
professor Judith W. Palmer at a construction of a currieulum for
Phi Chi Theta will meet in UC, meeting of the Southwestern training bilingual teachers in
307 :30-7 p.m.
of elementary
Council of Laun American all area
education with an emphasis
Studies (SCOLAS).
Monda)'
The meeting is set for March placed or teacher relationship
Pb1 Tau will hold a meeting 7-9
14--15 at Sam Houston State with stua-ents and parents.
in U 307. 7.9 p.nl.
Dr, Mlller's corrunents will be
Kappa Sigma will meet in UC University in Huntsville.
Palmer
of directed to the bicultural
Professor
30M 7-9 p.m.
Phi Kappa Theta will meet in
UC :W.A 6;30-11 p.m.
Thursday
CAMP
hold a meeting 11 -1
Delta Zeta will meet 6-9 p.m. in p.m. inwill
front
of the ballroom.
UC 305.
The Pan American debate interpr talion and impromptu
Kappa Delta will meet 6-a :30
peaking.
El Sol meets Ill UC l06 5:30-6:30.
teammetlast weekend at North
From 7;30 to 9, Mu Epsilon will p.m. in UC 305.
One Pan Am team won three
Texas State University in
Tuesday
m tin UC 307.
Denton for a tourrwment and and lost three event.s. another
'fhe Pan American Press Samot..hrace will meet in UC 306 won thn:e and lost three event.s. won one event and lost five.
Association will meet in Emilia al G p.m. for an hour.
Appro imately 3o-t0 college
Soctadad Folklorica del Valle and universities from Texas.
Hall. f'OOm 100 at 3 p.m
Toe Social Workers Student will hold a meeting f>.7 p.m. m New Mexico,
Oklahoma.
Association will meet 3-4:30 in the University Center.
Arkan a and Missouri atThe ballroom will host the tended.
UC 306.
The Intercollegiate Knights will Fencing Club meeting 6-9 p.m.
Pan Am was in competition
El Sol will meet noon 2 p.rn. m with the University of Tex ·
hold a meeting in UC 305A at 7
the Uruversity Circle.
8:30 pm.
from Austin,
ortb State
UCPC will meet in the Snack Camp will be in Cront of the University;
Oklahoma A $125 scbolarship ls up for
ballroom 11-1 p.m.
Bar 7-8:30
Christian College. Sam Houston
grabs courtesy of the Pan
State, Harding or Arkansas and American University Pres
T.C.U.
As.soetation
The debate coach is George
A fund raising dance, kicking
McLemore. Tbe d baLers from off the first annual InPa11 ari! Wayne Gossett, P.atty ternational Media Conference
~lorl' Fnr Mt•n
Ramos, Cindy Mata, and ~ is scheduled March 16 from 9-12
Frtte Gih Wrapping the yea, round.
thony Cavosovich.
p.m The scholarship is offered
Th Pan Am ·tudents par• to mass communica lion ·
l/1'H SIIE SQUARE
JLORSHEIM
Ed
e: 383-)801
ticipating in individual events students. Interested student.s
were Ruben Molina, and Mark may come by the publications
Seautiflll ff.air is Our i1u.ng. . .
Kroll. The indJvidual events office before March 14.
consisted of original oratory, Da id otl and Compan will
ROFFLRR Of McAllen
poetry interpretation, prose provide music for th dance.
Professional Halrstylin For Men and Women
Tickets may be purchased at
1013 Wisteria
McAllen
DR. RNULFO . MAR- the student publkollons office,
MIit Horth of
686-JS!J
Nolana, Loo otf
rtll 1 OI SlnNI
TINEZ, vjce-president for Emilia Hall 100, or al I.he door
Inter-American Affairs and for- 3 per person or couple.
The dance will be held at I.he
MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIOS
International Education, was a
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
guest
at
the
Pan
American
FREE MAKE-UP LESSONS
Student Forum IPASF> of Hous 21 • miles we t of the
Two
nvenient Lo atf os
Tex.a convention in San campus on Texas Highway 107.
1516 . University
219 East no
Anwnio Feb 27-28.
BicentcnnialObs rvauce
Edinburg
38.'l-1381
383-4511
Martinez said one reason he
NBC's ''Today'' program will
attended the conv ntion is that devote one te1ecast a week to
he is trying to brin
partlci te in the observance of
organizations th t are In- lhe Bicentennial of the
terested 1n Lalin American American Revolution, starting
affairs, such as PASF and the July 11. Each of the tates, the
PAU office for Inter-American District of Columbia and I.he
Affairs and International U.S. territories will be saluted.
Education. closer l!Jgether.

Debat

earn Returns

Press Club
To Offer
Scholarship

LEY'S

CANTU'S

PHARMACY

aspects of the program
stressing the importance of
teaching Uae history of the
Mexican-American people.
According to Dr . Miller,
teachers in the bilingual
program should have a
" working
knowledge
of
Mexican-American
culture"
and a "kn ledge of MexicanIndian culture" a well .
students 111 bilingual education
should be required to take
courses in Mexican-American
and Mexican history
Dr Miller believes that in
order to communicate better
with the Mexican-American
fitudent. ·a kn wledge of the
~-iory and culture can be ju.st
as important as a knowledge o.f
the Spanish language
On the idea of competency
based programs Dr
iller
atd, "Competency based
programs can be done with
certain
sciences
and
businesses." but in social
sciences it is 'hard to agree" on
bat obj lives the student
hould actueve.
One of the problems facing
education today is that the
schools o( educations themselves determine what objectives a teacher hould set out
for lhe student.
An even more serious
problem i the "state agencies"
setting out "to decree what
competency should be," sut>SE:QUently becoming 1:1 threat to
" cademic freedom" Dr Miller
said.
On the idea of schools of

education deciding what a
teacher should give students as
objectives, Dr. Miller believes
that by • interdisciplinary
co\1peration·' betw n the
school of education and the
other '·various disciplines" the
problem can be solved
B} this method professors
from the other deparbnents
would aid the teacher in
developing objectives in a
certain cour e b · "going out
and sup rvising student
teachers." Dr. Miller added
that education departments and
lhe other depanments in
colleges and universities
''should
perate lll this."

OUR SALE CONTINUES
WITH FURTHER REDUCTIONS!

JEANS VALUES TO $16.00 NOW 1/2 PRICE
SPORT SHIRTS VALUES TO $12.00 NOW $4°0
JEAN JACKETS VALUES TO $20.00 NOW ½ PRICE
-ALSO-

5O% TO 75% OFF ON
YOUNG LADIES READY TO WEAR
a

aa.oo

"&N~iU ~

REAL
ESTATE
is always a good investment!
Wh n you put your money into a home of ·our own, you've
got ·omelhing sub t.antial to show for it And with mortgage
credit opening up. and int e t rates droppmg. . • OW 1s
the time to buy U,e home you·ve always want~.
B.I .C. REALTY can llelp you make the most of your
money . It's our professional responsibility to know where
ml)rtgage crewt is most eas:il available and i.nteresl rates
mo l a\'orab1 .
Buying a horn is one of the smartest mov s you can make,
especially in tunes like these.
So talk to BJ.C. Realty now.
And start IMng now

lrJ.,til

519 S. 4th

383-5198

EDINBURG
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Diamond Men Sweep Hapless Trinity
By JAN MAYNARD

'lbe Pan American baseball
Broncs have now won 12 in a
row after sweeping a three
game series fr.om the Trinity
University Tigers last Friday

and Saturday.
Pan Am and Trinity have
been long time rivals, but the
Broncs managed to come out on
top 2-0 and 4-0 on Friday night
and 6-2 on Saturday.
The largest crowd so far this
season, 2800, came out for the
twilight double-header Friday

to watch Ron Edquist throw a
shutout. The game was
scoreless until the fifth inning
when designated bitter Royce
Maynard singled into rightfield
to score Riclty Brockway who
had walked and stolen second
base - his 13th of the season.
Third baseman Craig Sebek
singled and brought in Tommy
Simpson for an insurance run in
the sixth inning. The Broncs
again played errorless ball and
collected four hits. Edquist had

five strike outs and walked
only two.
For the second straight game
pitcher Jim Proctor bad a
relatively easy win as be
allowed only two hits and
walked only one. He pitched_
another shutout and was the
first Bronc pitcher to tally three
wins for the season.
'
Pan Am helped Proctor's
cause with five straight hits in
the second inning. Joe Lara
started with a walk, and then
with two out. Sebek, Steve
Castillo and Jim Rainey socked
singles. Joel KuensUer ripped a
double and Brockway singled to
make it 3--0.
Lara walked again in the
third inning and scored on
singles by Ron Lair and Sebek.
John ( Snuffy) Dukes, in bis
first start for Pan Am this
season, pitched the first nine
inning game of the year
Saturday and won 6-2. He struck
oui seven and walked six to ~ve
him a record of 3-1.

Outfielders Joe Hernandez
and Lara each had a single and
a double as the Broncs collected
nine bits. Trinity used three
pitchers SaturdaY, to try and
stop the Broncs' attack, but it
was to no avail asPan Am won

its 12th in a row. This makes
Pan Am 13-2 on the season.
The Broncs began the Palm
Valley Tournament Monday
with Northern Iowa University
and the University of Missouri,
but early press time prevented

the scores of that tournament
appearing in this edition.
The next home game Ior Pan
Am is a double-header Fri~y
night against Dallas Baptist
beginning at 6 p.m.

LOOK BARD on campus these days and you might find a baseball practice session in
progress, that is if there isn't a baseball game in progress instead. Although this is a shot of
a practice session, the Broncs will be playing several games this week and this month.

Gymnasts Keep On The Move
The fifth annual spring

gymnastics clinic will be held in
the old Pan Am gym on April 19,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Boys and girls of all ages are
invited to attend this clinic for
beginning
gymnasts,
in
preparation for futw-e competitive ~ts. As well as the
regular competitive gymnastic
skills; tumbling, trampoline,
and trapeze work are also
scheduled. All Pan American
students are admitted free, and
a $4 enrollment fee will be
charged to anyone else.
According to Otis Budd, instructor for the gymnasts,
emphasis will be placed on
beginning gymnastic skills.
Since this is the middle of the
competitive gymnastic season,
the clinic aids the participants
for future competition.
The clinic ls in connection
with the methods of teaching

requirements for PE majors.
Throughout the clinic, the
majors wiil instruct the
students as part of their course
requirement.
Last semester a similar clinic
was held. This clinic was
primarily centered around the
techniques
exhibitions.

of

gymnastic

Two competitive meets are
scheduled at the old gym. On
March l5 at 2 p.m., the gymnastic team will host for the
Texas A&I team and on March
22 Southwest Texas State
University will compete with
the Broncs. Competition will
feature both men and women
and admission is free.

Student Publications

THE FffiST STATE
.BANK & TRUST CO.
Of Edinburg

SALUTES
THE

EDITORSHIPS

MERCEDES
LIVESTOCK SHOW

AND RODEO
Applications are now due and must be received by April_! by the faculty
advisor, Harry Quin, Emilia Hall 100.
Students applying for the posts of editor of El Bronco yearbook and The
Pan American Newspaper, must:
1. Apply directly to the sponsor by April 1;
2. Describe their qualifications;
3. Provide the names of three references whom they have- asked to
write letters of recommendation directly to the sponsor;
4. State their philosophy or policies for the operation of the newspaper
or yearbook;
5. Qualifications:
A. One course in reporting and one in editing· or
B. Equivalent professional experience on a newspaper or other
publica·lion; or
C. Two years staff work on El Bronco or The Pan American;
D. Minimum GPA of 2.00;
E. 60 semester hours;
F. Good standing with the Division of Student Affairs.

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS, PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
381-2541, EMILIA HALL 100

AND

Reminds You That
There Is

No
Service Charge
On Student
Accounts.
FIRST STATE BANK
& TRUST COMPANY

OF EDINBURG
100 East Cano
Edinburg.Texas 78539
MEMBER FDIC
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Intramural Volleyball Finds Co-Rec Winner
Get ready for scores ! That's
rtght, the inlramural eagerbeavers have been torturing the

big, wJute ball again. Last

Wednesday the rewman n
team met the Veterans head-on

m the first game of the mght
and found the going rough with
a 15-6, 15-13 Veteran-victory

The second game of the night
gol the Smoke Eaters in the
right mood with their 15-2. 15-3

II you think Kodak
is just pretty pictures.
you ought to have
your chest examined.

win over the ewman 1 team
taking place. The £inal game on
Wednesday saw a BSU win over
the ROTC unfold. The scores on
lhal one were 15-101 15-8.
Thursday night was the big
playoff night. The third-place
game uncorked itself and saw
lhe IK's grab two straight wins
from the Spikers by a 15-6, 15-11
score. The championship game
spilled-out next with the Latin
Jokers edging the Camp Dogs
for the title 15-3, 12-15 15-0.
That means the Latin Jokers
finished first in co-recreational
volleyball, the Camp Dogs
second. the IK's third and the
Spikers fourth.
The roster for the Latin
Jokers includes Lucinda Saenz,
Graciela Gonzalez, Magda
Molina,- Enedelia Ramirez,
Cnsanto Garza, Santiago
Gome2, Jaime Escobar, Roel
Gonzalez, Julio Pena, Jaime
Munoz, Bobby Munoz and
Manager Arturo Perez.

Intramural
Track Meet
Set To Start
The intramural track meet
will be loose and running soon
at Pan American. The meet will
be April 3 and 4, but the entry
deadline for the event is March
19 at norm.
There are several special
rules which wUl be observed in
this meet: those rules and an
entry blank can be obtained by
an interested party at the in•
tramural office in the old gym.
Both men's and women's
events will be an integral part
of this meet. In each event the
top eight finishers will return
the following day for the finals
of that event.
The events that will be u.n~
dertaken for women include the
50-yard dasb, the 100-yard dash,
the 220-yard dash the softball
throw, the standing broad
jump, the ntnning broad jump,
the high jump, the shot put and
the 440-yard relay.
The men will have their skills
tested in the 1-mile run. the 880yard dash, the 440-yard dash,
the 220-yard dash, the 100-yard
dash, the 50-yard dash, the hjgb
jump, the broad jump. the
disc\1.5 throw, the sbot put, the 1nille relay and 440-yard relay.
In case of bad weather, the
meet will be rescheduled for
April 10 and 11.

Intra Bowling
Tournament
Needs Names
When a chest x-ray shows that you have a
potential killer like TB or cancer, it's not a pretty
picture. But it's an important picture because it
can help the doctor detect and catch the killer
lntime.
When doctors are out to catch these potential killers. they want the sharpest, clearest x-ray
films they can get. And that's why people at
Kodak spend so many hours creating new and
better x-ray film equipmen . Already, the results
include convenience tor the patient, economy
for the hospital, an even more useful tool for the

radiologist-and, most important, reduced radiation exposure.
Researching and creating better x-ray films
is good for our business, which is why we went
into them in the first place. But it does our society good, too-which isn't a bad feeling. After all,
our business depends on our society-so we
care what happens to it.

Ju.I

Kodak.
~ More than a business.

Entries are being accept.ed
for the Pan Am intramural Corecrea lional bowling tournament which will beheld at the
Park Bowl in Edinburg on April
7 and 8.
There are several rules applying to this tournei copies of
which can be obtained at the
intramural office. Something
eJse that can be obtained at that
office is an entr} blank. Four
members are on each team
1 two men, two women)) with
two substitutes allowed.
The deadline for entering is
April 1 at noon. Awards will be
presented to t 1 top four
finishing team m the tourney
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Netters Claim Two More Wins

PAOO CERON Is playing his last borne dual match for the Pan
American Tennis Broncs this Saturday against Texas A&I
University. Ceron is a senior from Mexico City who bas been
playing in the No. t and No. 2 singles spots since he came to Pan
Am last season. Ceron will be in the lineup Thursday also for the
match against the University of Oklahoma. The Sooners will be
the fourth nationally ranked team the Broncs have faced at
home this season in dual matches.

CARDENAS
~---

THE PERFECT HOME

REALrY

FOR AYOUNG FAMILY

JOE ROSELAND

1209 PECAN
McALLEN, TEXAS
682-5052

This 2-bedroom, 1-bath home
is located in one of Edinburg's
finest established areas.
Beautifully situated on one
and a hall lots. Many extras
and Priced To Sell.

Pan American's advancing
netters have claimed two more
dual-match victories since the
start of last week while droi>
ping one match to a highly
ranked opponent.
The first victory came over
Tennessee with freshmen Rob
Bett.rner and Rob Hubbard
'joining junior Carlos Eynaucli
for Pan Am singles wins in lhe
match. Tennessee came into the
match as the No. 36 ranked
team in the country.
The next match was another
win; this time North Texas
State was the Bronc victim·for
the day. The 6-3 win was the
sixth straight for the Broncs at
home and came with the help of
Bettauer, who rallied from
behind to defeat his fellow
Canadian Mark Walker in a
hard-fought 6-7, 6-4, 6-3 match.
" Walker beat me three years
ago in canada at the Junior
Nationals," Bettaller said, ''l
figured the pressure was on him
today. I was interested to see
what college has done to both
our games.'
Coach Dennis Conner of Pan
Am moved Bettauer up to the
No. 2 spot in the Pan Am lineup
partly
because
Ricardo
Eynaudi was out with the flu
and partly because Bettauer
would have a chance for
revenge on Walker.
The one blotch on the week's
record came at the hands of
12th ranked Alabama. The
Crimson Tide came into
Edinburg and handed the
Broncs their first loss in the
Orville I. Cox stadium this
season.
Paco Ceron won the No. 2
singles match for Pan Am
against "Speedy" Gilstrap of

Track Meet
Officials A re
Announced
Track officials for the intramural meet have been annoW1ced. The timer is Leo
Serna; finishing judges are Ron
Lair, Royce ( Grand Slam)
Maynard, James ( Diamond
Jim l Rainey, and John McLish;
standing broad jump officials
are Angelica Cantu, and Maria
Longoria; softball throw officials are Robert Haire, Linda
Hoag, and Sylvia Garza; high
and broad jump officials are
Ricardo Pumarejo,
Jose
Segundo and Arturo Perez;
discus officials are Jesus
Banda, Alberto Molina and
Thomas Cowgill; curve judges
are Juan Ponce, Joe Ramirez
and Rodolfo Sandoval.
The cler.k of the course is Joe
Gomez; the announcer is Tony
Garcia: the starter is Rey
Villalon ; the referee is Les
Saunders and the people in
charge of awards and recording
are Ruth Jasso and Rafaela
Villalon.
The competition is April 3 and
4.

-Waiting

For You ...
AT

'fHE ALLEY SHOP
BOUTIQUE

BEHIND FIRST NATIONAL BANK
IN EDINBURG

Alabama. The score was 2-6, 6- Co,c: stadium. He ripped Victor
Amaya of Michigan and Ross
4, 6-2.
Another Pan Am point was Walker of Houston before the
grabbed by Hubbard with his Saturday competition.
The Tide came to Edinburg
defeat of Don Dillard 6-4, 6-4.
tresb
from a pounding of eighthThal was in No. 6 singles
ranked Houston on Friday
competition.
The big win of the day , or night.
The Broncs return to adion
maybe for the year, was
Ricardo Eynaudi's lacing of Thursday with a match against
Alabama 's top man, Sam the Universitv of Oklahoma and
Vuille. The match score was l-6, Saturday with a match against
6-3, 6-2: Eynaudi had come Texas A&I . These two rnatches
almost straight from bed with are the last home dates for the
lhe flu to win in the No. 1 singles Broncs this season. Senior, Paco
Ceron will be playing his last
spot £or the Broncs,
Vuille had already defeated games at home as a Bronc this
two All-American selections weekend. Starting times for
this season before the.match at both matches are l p.m.

I
Good News About
Auto Insurance
For Young Drivers
Rellable auto insurance-designed lo suit your
needs-ls now available for college students,
military personnel and other young drivers.
Criterion Insurance Company is a member ot
the GEICO Group of Washington, O.C. and
specializes In serving the car insurance needs
of young drivers.
When you insure your car with Criterion, you
will enjoy important benefits like these: con•
venienl payment plans, country-wide claim
service, driver training discounts and a wide
choice of coverages to protect you and your

car. Criterion is licensed in the District of Columbia and every stale except Massachusetts.
Call today tor a personal rate quolalion and
complete information. We'll be glad to answer
your questions. Of course, there is no obligation of any kind.

HERB CHOLEVA

115 S. 77 Sunshine Strip
Harlingen, Texas
425-7152

Criterion
INS

RANCE COMPANY

Hom• OIUce: Waahlnirton. D.C.

10% OFF!
ON ALL

TAPES & LP'S
IN STOCK

l O A.M.-5:30 MON.-TUES.-WED.
AND

10 A.M. TO 9 P.M. THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
"YOU'RE AT THE RITE SITE"

GEORGE'S
-n- FACTORY
LEATHER
BOUTIOUE~
407 SO. M.-.1N

McAllen
NeKI
To
·'-'
0d ssey ~

j~ ,
J

-": ~-...ii.

. ATUNIVERSITY
, 4, RECORD SHOP
LOCATED IN
UNIYERSITY
VILLAGE
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Wusic Department Produces Two Operas
The Pan American Music
Departmen t will present the
operas, "The M.aid as Mistress"
by Pergolesi and "Down in the
Valley'' by Ku rt Weill. March 13,
14, and 15 in the•PAU Fine Arts
Auditorium.
Show time is 8:15 p.m. for all
three nights .
.In addition. two free matinees
will be provided for Vallev ,
school chilrlren on March 12 and
13 at l :30 p.m
Dr. Carl Seale, director or the
Pan American University
Symphony Orchestra, will
conduct both operas, using full
orchestras as required by the
composers.
··Toe Maid as Mistress," an
18th Century .comedy, is being
produced by faculty members,
Ray K. Drakeley and Lucile
Montoya. , Double cast in the
leading roles
are Pamela

Slayton and
Emma Gene
willful
Gonzalez as
the
maid, Zerbina; Hoy Cruz and
Zane Jackson as Pandolfo,
master of the house-who without
success attempts to control the
young Zerbina; and Balthasar
Ramirez as the mute servant,
Scapin.
"Down in the Valley," con-,
sidered to be an American folk
opera. is being produced by
James A. Stover and Ruth
Peden of the Music deoartrnent.
This opera includes the
American folk tunes, "SourwoocJ Mountain," " The Little
Black Train" and "Down in the
Valley." The story focuses on
the love between Jennie Parsons and Brack Weaver.
Playing the double leads are
Terrence Ewing and Pablo
Hinojosa as Brack; and Emma
Gene Gonzalez and Gilda Garza

as Jennie, Filling other roles
are Roy Cruz, Zane Jackson,
David Gonzalez, Conan Wood.
Mark Martin, Norma Cortez
and Marv Kav Thomoson.
Roy Cruz as the Leader
nan·ates the story and the Pan
American University Dancers
are featured in a square dance.
Reserved sea ts for the
evening performances are $2.50.
and the tickets may be purchased at the Music department
office in the auditorium lobby.
Telephone reservations for
tickets may be made by calling
381-3471 between 8 a .m. and 4:30
p.m. during school days.
PAU students and faculty
may obtain free tickets for the
performances in the Music
department office in the
auditorium lobby until March
13. ID cards must be presented,
for admission.

First PAU Government
Convention Successful
The Pan Am government
majors' convention featured
spe~rs from throughout the
campus and the Valley at the
first meeting held March 5 from
3-6 p.m. at the PAU Ballroom.
According to Dr. Gary
Mounce assistant professor,
department
of
Political
Science, the conference was
"very successful. "
Politics and government were
the major topics of discussion at
the meeting.
Jim Harrington, an attorney
from San Juan and a member of
the ACLU and American Farm
Workers. said there are "too
many lawyers' ' attract.ed to the
ofession because of money.

Mike Lopez, city secretary of
Donna believes that students
should ·•get involved now, while
in school, as training for
practical politics.''
Victor Alonzo, assistant city
manager of McAllen, emphasized that "reform in loca1
government is important."
Dr. Jerry Polinard, head of
the Political Science Department believes that " students
should pursue post-graduate
work because they are interested in it, not because of
money.''
Other speakers at the event
were Adrian A. Arriaga, health
planner in McAllen; and
Rosemarie Newsom, govern-

Trythe

ment major.
Other business discussed at
the convention included election
of the organization's officers.
George Almaraz was elected
convention chairperson;
elected representative to the
department of Political Science
was Jennifer Heisler.

LEARNING that no letter has arrived from Jennie, Brack
Weaver (played by Pablo Hinojosa), right, sends the guard,
Terry Ewing, away and vows to escape. The western opera,
"Down in the Valley." will play March 13, 14 and 15 in the Fine
Arts Auditorium. PAU students, faculty and staff will be admitted free but should draw tickets in advance.

Large Crowds
See ~The Tempest'

A task force was placed in
operation
to
plan
the
organization's name, draw up a
constitution and proceedure for
future
elections.
Eddie
"'l'he
Tempest"
was
Medrano was elected chair- presented before a sell-out
person of the task force.
crowd at each performance the
A discussion of future week of Feb. 26-March 2 in the
programs followed the elec~?ns Pan Am Ballroom. Apand will include, vis1t10g proximately 700 persons atspeakers and local candidates tended the six performances.
The play was directed by
seeking public office.
Doug Cummins, instructor of
The organization will develop speech and drama,
an award for the outstanding
Last Saturday night, standing
government students of each room only was available, and
semester.
extra chairs had to be set up.
According to one of the actors
concerning the audience
response. "We had a very good
audience, they loved it."
" The Tempest" can be
classified
as
one . of
Shakespeare's tragic comedies.
In explanation, there is
tragedy, but from the tragedy ,
comes good. The tragedy in this
play centers around a ship
wreck and its survivors who ar'e
stranded on an island.
. Debra Thomas, played the
part of Ariel, a spirit, and was
what everyone seemed to
imagine a spirit to be. Her light
steps and quick movements
fitted the part perfectly.
Miranda, played by Rosanne
Smith, was Ute picture of innocence and youthful wonderment of the world.
and
Her melodious
almost child-like gaze, lent
it.self well to this character.
The character Prospero
called for an actor capable of

WORLD

CAMPUS
AFLOAT

The quality
lettuce
&tomato
hamburger
with more beef in every biteTM

. ·~

McDonald"S

El Centro Mall
Pharr .. McAllen

Sail either fn September
or February, with the ship
as your classroom and the
world your ca mpus ... com•
bine i.,ccredlted study with
fascinating visits to the fabled ports of the Caribbean,
Africa. the Mediterranean.
and the Americas. Over 10,·
000 undergraduates trom
450 colleges: have already
sailed with WCA Join
them! Financial aid available. Write today for free
catalog.

WCA, Chapman CollegeBol( F. Orange, CA 92666

conveying a sense of power
Jim Wilson
filled
this
requirement . His delivery was
commanding and his gestures
forceful.
r..aliban, played by Marian
Monta, was a very believable
monster. The costume for this
part was extremely creative
and fitting for the part. Her
expressive gestures made
audience have real feelings for
misguided Caliban.
Other principal characters in
the play were Alonzo, played by
Mike Green; Sebastian, played
by Ignacio Torres Jr.; Antonio.
portrayed by Conrad Solis;
Ferdinand, played by Kent
Smither; Gonzalo, played by
Albert Garza Jr.; Adrian was
portrayed
by
Raymond
Mae~er: S~ephano, enac~ by
Jackie Ramey; and Tttnculo,
played by Donna Walker.
_
Hollis Levy, head of the
costume crew, did a good job of
recreating the dress of that
Shakespearean time. Steven •
Russel assistant director of U1e
play, headed the lighting crew.
The sound operator was
Christine Father:ree. Technical
director was Dr. James R.
Hawley.
Raymond Maeder was the
properties manager in charge
of props. Susan Smith was
house manager and Teri
Simmons was head of the box.
office.
1

Exchange Spanish Drama Planned
"Pilo Tamirano Luca," a
famous Mexican play, will be
performed by its original cast 8
p.m. March 16 in the Pan
American University Fine Arts
Auditorium.
The play, scheduled as a part
of an exchange program, will be
touring many parts of the
country.
"Pilo Tamirano Luca" won
first pla <!e in the second

national competition of ''Men of
Mexico and the World." The
theme of the play centers
arotu1d the roots and folklore of
Mexico.
The Spanish-language drama
symbolizes
man's
selfcrucification, a cyclic process
which repetition has failed to
diminish through twenty
centuries.
Admission is free.

U.C.P.C.
•PRESENTS•
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12th

COFFEE HOUSE 7:30 P.M. AT U.C. BALLROOM
NOON CONCERT IN THE CIRCLE
FEATURING

T. GOSNEY THORNTON

*

SUNDAY, MARCH 16th

PILO TAMIRANO LUCA
A MEXICAN PLAY - FINE ARTS AUD.

8:15 P.M.

THURSDAY, MARCH 20th

JOSE GRECO AND NANA LORCA
FLAMENCO DANCERS -

FINE ARTS AUD. 8: 15 P.M.

FRIDAY, MARCH 21th

DANCE -

FEATURING NOE PRO

EDINBURG ACTIVITY CENTER 8:00 P.M. FREE WITH I.D.

Pre-Med Honor Society Is B8ing Formed
Alp.ha Epsilon Delta, an international pre-medical honor
o,..;,..
is being organized by

the pre-med students of Pan
American University.
The society's president, Dave

PLACES =TO EATc:: : : :

Closner. pointed out the object

and requirements for membership in the society.

'P an American

Classified Ads
c•nts a line Wltn a
ot -si eacn msorJic,n
pay111'lle In adv,ince

Twenty

niinimom

ToGo
Specializing in White Flour
Taco & TortiUas
2263
Phone
Pecan McAllen 682-6921

.....

_~

:'
.

-----

.

FISH SANDWICH
FRENCH FRIES & DRINK
ONLY

99c

DALLAS
POLICE
DEPT.

EDINBURG

383-6791

IAcross From Fine

A EUROPEAN DELIGHT!
Open: Mon thru Sat.
9:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Robust German
Specialties

Catering
For Special
Occasions

Sandwiches
And

Pastries
"Come In For Lunch"

202 East University

383-4669

~~~

........

~

:.JJ,u,Ai.1 ~UHICI Wl1H 'fHI S)EED OFSOUHO @

.

815 E ST 9th

:?'!20 PECA

MIS lO.

'k \I.I .EN

585-5961

liH2•0:l:U

1205 SOl'TH ( LOS 'F.H
,:;

Ef>f'\BCRG
a11J.:m11

OPENING SOON!
465 EAST HIDALGO

689-3039

Character, general ability
and personality will also be
considered in the selection or
every member.
Majority of the members will
be junlors and seniors.
although, a few outstanding
second semester sophomores
may be considered.
Pre-dental students and
others in the related health
sciences, who have completed
the same or equivalent courses
as pre.med students, and meet
all other stated requirements,
may be included, as long as
they do not exceed the nwnber
of pre-med students.
Interested persons may get
more information from Dave
Closner at :m:1-lilil7,,

51ar11ng Hlarv S861 10 1961 per
monlh based on applicant•• level of
eduution. Age 11 ,n,.ough ls. Good
phys1t.•I condition. Vis$on mu1t be 20,
70 or better In boll\ eyes and must be
correctablo with gl,..ses lo 10/10 In

c•ch eve.. Educ.•tion•I requirement
u; rorty-ti~e i:ome,ter hour5, w,th a
1 C' avera9e or better from an ac . .
cred,ted<olle9e or vn,ver,lfy. U.S.
c,111en•IIIP rs requored TIie abOve
,1pplou to both mate and female .
ReptH~ntatove of the Dalla. Police
Department w,tt ,n1erv1ew ,1p.
plicarn1, at the Ft , Brown Motor
HOlol, 19D0 E
Elltabt'lh Sr.,
Brown•v•II , T>I lrom 10 ... m to 6
p m , Mon .• M•rch 1:r. IPH
PAU
StUdl'nt C(!nter-, Tul'!S,, March ll,
lrom 10 • •,,,. lo l p.m. , ~nd lhR

.....:»,C--,-~=:=--~?ia?1&11
-,,~JHI.-;;;.,

Delta is an honor bestowed m
recognition
of
superior
scholastic ability m a student.

NEEDS
CAREER
OFFICERS

POOR BOY DRIVE-IN
1020 W. UNIVERSITY

The object of the society is to
encourage pre-med scholarships to stimulate an appreciation of the importance of
pre-medical education, and to
promote cooperation and
contacts between medical and
pre-med students. The society
will also serve to bind together
interested students, and use
their knowledge for the benefit
health
organizations,
of
charities and the community.
Some of the requirements for
active membership are that the
student must be taking courses
leading to the study of
medicine, and be must have
completed at least three
semesters or five quarters of
pre-med work with a general
scholastic landing of 80 per
cent or in the upper :SS per cent
of his class.
Membership in Alpha Epsilon

RAYMONDVILLE

BUNCH O' LUNCH

BUFFET
All the Chicken. Potatoes, Salad, Pina ,
Spaghetti and Garlic Breild you c an ..,at 1

1 t:30 :l.M. to 1:30 P.M.
7 l'loyt A WH•

World's greatest Pizza!

,

Sheraton Faorwav , 110s So Tenth
St .• McAllen, TX lrom 10 a m 10 6
p.n1 . Tut·S o March ll dftd Wed.,
March It, 197 s .
EOUAL
EMPLOYMENT
OP·
POIHUNITV EMPLOYER

FEMALES, 00 YOU PLAY •
Orum,~ Lod gu,i;rr? Ban?
II so, 'Ne nred vou tor our
ALL-FEMALE COUNTRY ANQ
\'/!:STERN B.ANOI The Golden
Nuqqi,1 on Pharr Call Ann
Chancy -11 1 II -OIH or TIU 9891

FOR Ren, 10 girls ontv •-bedroom
mob111• nom• un Sugar Road .,bout I
mil(! from

t..ufnPU!io

A ·C.

dJ"ape1;.

carp~,. ,,u,t,ng, tvfty .,,qu,pp~CI Call
)8.l.QI J~

LO"T ON CAMPUS
s,,v or ,o
nr,c~IN / wdttn Po, ,olv lo,t be!
,.,.er, Gym & LA Bldq l'lvwarCI
olf~r d Call 968·8'~• or •68 ,,~. ~•k
' " ' l'IQ\\;>

McAllen
116 Pecan

Harlingen

Brownsville

638 N. llTh

104 N . E)(press-

682·3165

42l·89S3

way
546-S131

SHAKEY~S

IN McALLEN

NOW FEATURING THE BEST IN

PROGRESSIVE
COUNTRY MUSIC

6:30 P.M. TILL MIDNIGHT
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
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NO RIGHT TURN
ON RED
DISCOPLEX

presentation
Oistnbuted by

Leo Bertucelli

STAMlNe

REG PARK •CHRISTOPHER LEE
One-0-Nine Productions lnr..
STARTS FRIDAY AT THE

CENTURYoF EDINBURG
·
383-4841

~

CINEMA 2
3420 NORTH lOTH ST-682-'3Jl9

-

YOU CAN TURN RIGHT ON RED OR GREEN
WITH NO RESTRICTIONS AT

PARK
BOWL

Across From Echo Motor Hotel

GET IN ON THE ACTION!!
BOWUNG! FOOSBALL TOURNAMENTS!

POOL!
GOOD FOOD-COLD SUDS & A FULL FOUNTAIN
Try Park Bowl And
We Know You 'll Like It I

Aher telling her outrageous lies abou1
her fiance. Chicago Examiner managin'!I editor Walter Burns (WALTER
MATTHAU! waits to hear Peggy
G,ant (SUSAN SARA.NOON) break
off her engagement on Uni11er,al's
"The Front Page." a B111v Wilder film
also staning Jack Lemmon and Caro.I
Burnett. Produced by Paul Monash,
rhe t'lewspape, drama wa, directed bv
Billy

Wildi,1

in

T11chl'licolor

al'ld

Panavi~io11, with Jennings Lang as e){•
ecut1ve producet. The screenplay wa,
r1tten by Wilder and I.A. L. Oiamon
om the play by eon Hecht a

NOW SHOWING AT THE

C I T R us Of EDINBURG

Features Fri. - 7:%5 - 9:20

Sat. & Sun.· l:45-3:35- 5:30 ··7:25 ·9:25

-They'd-do anything for a story .•. and do.
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Lozano Featured Speaker For ~edia Conference
A pressing engagement with
the American Broadcasting
Company has forced the cancellation of Geraldo Rivera 's
attendance at the first International Media Conference
to be held at Edinburg's Echo
Motor Hotel March 20-21.
Now scheduled to deliver the
- keynote address at the awards
banquet is Ignacio E . Lozano,
Jr., publisher of "La Opinion,"
a Spanish language newspaper
published in Los Angeles.
Lozano is a native South
Texan boro in San Antonio. His
father, Ignacio E . Lozano Sr.
was the publisher and editor of
the paper before his son took
over the operation.

unano was graduated from
Central catholic High School in
San Antonio. He received an AB
in journalism from the
University o£ 1otre Dame .

where he is the director and
vice chairman of the executive
committee. He is also a
member and past cfirector of
the cali fornia Newspaper
Publishers Association and
Sigma Delta Chi, student and
pl'ofessional journalist society,
Active in int.ernational affairs, Lozano belongs to the Los
Angeles World Affairs Cowicil.
Orange County World Affairs
Council and the Los AngelesMexico City Sister City Affiliate.
Attending the three day
conference will be professional
media personnel from the U.S.
and
Mexico. Prominent
educators in the field of mass
communications also will attend.
Honorees at the awards
banquet to be held at 7 p.m. at
the Echo Motor Hotel are
represented by professionals of
local and Mexican professionals
in mass communications.
International awards will go
to Lozano ,Robert Devine.
representing Mr . and Mrs.

Upon graduation he went
directly to La Opinion where he
became assistant publisher
from 1947 to 1953 before he
attained his present position.
He is a member of the Inter
American Press Association
¾',.«;il;
' "' J,· ,, -~ ..,
,.,...,

I
~?~=.-

~

at 9 a.m.
A panel and group discussion

will follow at 9: 15 a,m. with a
guided tour of Pan Am
scheduled for 11 a.m.
Lunch will follow at 12:20

EL CENTRO MALL

~-~1~-~~~-~-~~~-.S.~~r~~!!~.~--~\~{~-~~~--~~t!!:.~~-~~~-~!:~7~.:,;-·•·

.';_!( _;.;;~-~-. •

~s:/t

~

~.:::

THE FOOD STORE
1

ti

We Have: T-Shirts from $1 Up
:
Heat Transfers for $1.50
M
(Only $1.25 with purchase of any shirt) %
Transfers & Lettering done Wbile-U-Watt :
Also: Letters, Numbers & Humor
·~~ ~

IGNACIOE. LOZANO, Jr., publisher and editor of La Opinion,
will ap~ar as gu~st speaker at the Pao American University

with
two panel discussions :::"' ......... ~"' .•A-:~•-•:•!•:<•:•:•.--:-.•. •••••••• •.•:..~:❖:•:.•..'"'•••·•··••••••• .•.•.•.•~•-·.•.•-•.•.•.•.v.•.·•••"'. •'•~i,•..·••••• ••••••,. ••• ::°'::
p.m.
at
}: 15
0.ffi.

",~).;~~%"%:w,Jf w0'¥- .•,itc¥

H~O ,REATIONS
-•

Dewitt Wallace of the Reader's
Digest, Romulo O' Farrill,
publisher o£ Novedades and the
Mexico Cily News, an(I Ninfa
Cantu, publisher of El Manana
o[ Reynosa.
Local awards will go to Oscar
J. del Castillo of the Brownsville Herald, Don Mallory of
KGBT-~Cleo Dawson, author
o[ "She Came to the Valley,"
and Jackie Guerra, publisher of
the Roma South Texas
Report.er.
The first day's events are
devoted to welcoming the
honorees at a reception at the
Echo March 20 at 1 p.m.
Second day events will include r:,resentation of the
special guests and host
representatives by Dr. Arnulfo
S. Martinez, vice president tor
Inter-American
and
International Education Affairs

Hospitality how- will take;:;:
ij:~
place at 4:30 p.m. with the ~::
banquet scheduled for 7 p.m. ~:;
AT 10TH STREET & HIGHWAY 107
;:~
The third day will consist of ~;:
A convenient place to stop and shop
~❖
the last panel discussion at 9 ~:( WE HAVE·. B
E
~~
a.m., followed by an advisor's ::::
EVERAG
GROCERIES - GASOLINE ···
and student's statement of
SCHOOL & PICNIC SUPPLIES
purpose:
discussion
of ~~.
~
feasibility of organizing a f::'
FRIENDLY PERSONNEL AND
~;:
permanent international media ~~
"A LITTLE BIT OF EVERYTHING"
:~
conference for college and :::::
::::
university journalists and
OPEN 6 t..M. to MIDNITE
383-0551
~:\
faculty members at 10:45 a.m. ~:i:::::::i:::::::::::::::::::•:•:::::::::::,,:;:-::;;::;.;.;::;:;:::,::::::::::::::::::::::::::7.::::::,:::i:f*:;~:::;::::;;:::::1:::=»¼::~~::i:~

~J

S
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"DUE TO YOUR STUPENDOUS RESPONSE ON THEIR

FIRST WEDNESDAY SALE,
THOSE NICE FOLKS AT THE

EMPORIUM
ARE GIVING ALL YOU CATS & FOXY
lADIES ASECOND CHANCE TO
SAVE,

SAVE,

DURING THEIR

SAVE...

SECOND WEDNESDAY
SALE!
SUITS, JACKm, COATS & SWEATERS
NOW 1/2 PRICE
LARGE SELECTION OF GIRLS LOW-RISE JEANS s500

& sss9
1 /2 Price

--

BIG SPECIAL RACK OF GIRL'S TOPS AT
SHOES & BOOTS ONLY $7.50
GET THEM WHILE THEY LAST!

AT

71w:

EMPORIUM

Regents OK Merger, Bill Introduced In House
Following the Pan Am board

group has since purchased the
tuition-backed bonds for $1.5
million. Four securities 6nns
bid on the bond issue.

chairman of the merger study
commiltee, which made the
recommendation to merge to
the board, reviewed the s<'rn's
of events leading to · the
recommendation
When the regents voted,
Moises Vela, member of the
special committee, and Lionel
Garza regent, voted against the
merger.
In other business before the
board, the low revenue bond
bidder, Dallas' First National
Bank, was given tti! OK to buy
the bonds. The bank-headed

-0f regents' 6-2 vote to seek a
merger with the University of
Texas system. a bill was in•
troduced in the Texas House of
Representatives.
The bill will go to committee,
and bearings will be scheduled
before it is passed
.
According to Eddie de la
Garza, student body president,
some students are planning to
go to Austin to testify during the
bearings.
At last week's regent
meeting,
Morris
Atlas,

adoption of courses designed for
women and courses that would
provide the student with
knowledge
she
termed
"ptactical."

The effective interest rate of
the bonds will be 6.58408 per
cent. The sale will enable Pan
Am to continue Pbase II of
development on the Edinburg
campus.
Joan E. Lyford was given the
opportunity to speak to the
board on her own plan for
curriculum changes. Her
speech centered around the

Mrs. Lyford admitted that no
such program has been I.Jl·
troduced to her knowledge,
anywhere.
Faculty members, O.D.
Cockrum and Ronald Sellers
were granted leaves of absence
without pay for the academic
year 1975-76 to complete study
on doctorate degrees.

The Pan American
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With International Theme

Media Conference Pro Experience
On March 20..21 mass communications students and
professiorals will meet at
Edinbu.rg's E'cho Motor Hotel
for Pan American University's
first International Media
Conference.
Hosted by Pan
Am, the
conference will b ..ing together
students and faculty members
in mass communications from
both southern Texas and norttiern Mexico.
Professionals lo newspapers,

broadcast journalism and mass
communication education from
the United States and Mexico at
large will be honored.
The highlight of the conference will take place at an
awards banquet at 7 p.m.
March 21 at the Echo,
Dr. J.C. Nichols, vice
president for academic affairs,
will present awards to intemational and local media
personnel who have made
contributions to the field of

mass communications.
Ignacio E. Lozano Jr.,
publisher and editor of La
Opinion, a Spanish language
newspaper in Los Angeles, will
deliver the keynote address at
the banquet.
International honorees at the
banquet incJude: Lozano ;
Romulo O'Farrill, leading
Mexkan broadcaster and
publisher of Novedades and the
Mexico City News in Mexico
City;
Robert
Devine,

'

--

LOOKING OVER roretgn language newspapers are mass communications majors, Belinda Gonzalez and Rudy Nordmeyer. The
newspaper collection, owned by Dr. Bruce Underwood, will be on exhibit
at the Echo Motor Hotel March 21~22.

I

Greco, Lorca To Perform Thursday
Jose Greco and Nana Lorca,
an internationally known
Spanish dance team, will
perform at 8~ lS, p.m., March 20
in the Pan Am Fine Arts
Auditorium.
Greco and bis wife, in a
lecture demonstration recital
discuss
and then demonstrate the various techniques
and characteristic of dances
from the regions of Aragon,
Basque, Valencia, Castile and

Andalusia.
Appearing throughout tut!

country, Greco and Miss Lorca
provide

a

new.

exciting,

educational and entertaining
experience for co11ege ana
university students.
Accompanying the couple will be a
piano player and guitaritist.
Jose Greco, born of SpanishItalian parents · in
Italy,
displayed
intense int.erest
and enthusiasm for the Spanish
culture and de<licated himself
completely to Spanish music
and dancing, even as a small
boy. He studied under Spain's
foremost teachers.
His motion picture appearances include ..Around the
World In 80 Days'' and ''Ship.of

Fools " His teleVLsion appearances have included the
Bob Hope, Ed Sullivan. Perry
Como, Garry Moore. Dinah
Shore, Firestone, Revlon and
the Dean Martin Shows.
Miss Lorca, bom in Lores.
Spain was an accomplished
dancer at the age of 9. Her
career to date has included
appearances with Pilar Lopez
Company. a well known dance
company and the Jose ~reco
C.ompau:,.. She now co-stars
with Greco.
Ticket prices are $2, $3 and $4.
All seats are reserved.

representative of Mr. and Mrs.

Dewitt Wallace, co-publishers
of "Reader's Digest;" and Sra.
Nmfa Cantu, publisher of El
Manana in Reynosa.

Presentation Of Awards
Local awards will go to Don
Mallory. Jnog time newsman
from KGBT · TV; Dr. Cleo
Dawson, author of "She Came
t.o the Valley,'' which is now
~ing madernto a movie; Oscar
J de! Castillo, Brownsville
Herald reporter and editor:
and Mrs. Jackie Guerra,
publisher of the Roma south
Texas Reporter.
Many well-known educators
in the mass communication
fields will attend. They include:
Dr. John Merrill, noted author
of books on International
journalism and professor at the
University of Missouri; Dr.
John Lent , professor of journalism at Temple University
and who has recently returned
from a tour of south-east Asis;
and Dr. Louis Alexander.
author and professor at the
University of Houston.
Also attending will be Dr.
Armistead S. Pride, chairman
of the department Of journalism
at Lincoln Uruversity in Jefferson City, Mo. and leading
historian of Black journalism in
tlle United States. He also
served as a Fulbrlght-Hayes
professor in Italy.
Dr. Richard Cole, chairman
of the International Commumcations D1vis1on of the
Association for Education in
Journalism and professol' at the
University of North Carolina,
will attend as well as Dr. Jnseph
A. Taylor. professor of international communications at
UT Austin.
Colleges and universities
from the South Texas area
which were invited to send
delegates include Tt>xas A&l
University, Del Mar College at
Corpus Cbnsb, University of
Texas al San Antonio, St.
Mat, 's University and Trinit)
University in San Antonio ,
Texas Southmost College in
Brownsville~ Te1tas A&J nl
Laredo and TeM1s 1\&1 at
Corpus r.hnsti.
Schools from Mexico include:

Univarsidad de Guadalajara;
Universidad de Nuevo Leon In
Saltillo; Universidad Noroeste
in Tampico; Universidad de
San Luis Potosi; Instituto
Tecnico de Monterrey; Instituto
Allende in Allende; Mexico City
University and Universidad
Iber-Americana in Mexico City
and Uruversity of the Americas
at Puebla.
F'acult)'
and
student
representatives from each of
these schools will attend the
conference.

Morning Events

A pre-conference event will
open the three days with a
reception and
presentation
of
honorees.
educators,
publications advisors and other
guests at lhe Echo, March 20 at

8p.m.
At this reception the Edinburg Chamber of Commerce
will host a Valley tradition of
the ·'Border Buttermilk" f9r
the guests and honorees.
The first day, events will
begin with a welcoming and
presentation of U1e special
guests and host representatives
at 9 a.m. Dr. Arnulfo S. Martinez, vice president for interAmerican affairs and intel'national education at Pan
Am. will make the presentation.
At 9: 15 a.m. the first panel
and group session for broadcaste rs
entitled
--Open
Reporting and Fair Trial," will
be held. Participating on the
p.:inel are· Miss Susan Behrens,
instructol' of Speech and Drama
at Pan Am Jon Schill, athletics
promotion di.rector at Pan Am;
Dr. Mlke Kittross oI Temple
University; and Professor
Artemio Guillermo of Bowling
Green State Universitv in Ohio.
A tour or Pan American
University will follow at 11 a.m.
The conference will break for
lunch at 12:20 p.m. with a panel
discussion for newspaper
personnel, '•Where Should
Realism Stop"" at 1:15 p.m.
Serving on the panel will be
Jim McKone, sports information director at Pan Am;
Vernon Davis, Pan Am public
mfo,·ruation director. Kitty

, (~ Media P-2)
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ISign Up

Editorials
To Th Editor:
How much should a student
be mac.le to parhci~le in class?
A problem concerning this
question was brought to my
attention a while c:1.go by a
dissatisfied student.
A Pan Am student was
recently sitting in ,class
listening to an assignment
description. The professor
folJowed the description with
the conunent that •·someone
would be asked to explain the
assigned exercise to the class at
the next class meeting." The
student was intimated as being
the one to speak to the class,
The professor also said he
would not take no for an an-

something that had tu be done.
It is my opinion I.bat speaking
in fronl of a da s should be on a
strictly volunteer basis, Either
this, or that it should be mandatory for every member of the
class.
There are mc1Jv1duals who
find it very diffiClllt to aduress a
class or speak in pul>Uc. These
students should not be graded
for something that is a part of
their personality. Furthermore,
these students should not be
made to feel threatened by their
unwillingness to comply with
any irregular demands their
professor might make.
In many classes the teacher
has the right to set the rules and
standards for his course. l do
not object to this practice. I
object to forced participation
when that particular par•
ticipation is not a stated,
standard requirement of the
course.
The above mentioned student
was only one such case. It is not
restricted to one teacher or one
student. It is a practice used by
many. What is expected of any
student should be made clear to
him at the beginning of the
semester . He should not be •
subject to the whims of his
professor.

l..,:UC"r

swer.

After class, the student asked
the professor why he would not
take no for an answer. He
replied that it was an out of
class assignment. The student
then told him that that did not
seem reason enough to make a
yes answer mandatory. He said
to this that it was just

Debators
Compete
The Pan Am debate chapter,
Alpha z.eta, will participate in
the Phi Kappa Delta bi-annual
convention in Phi Jadelphia,
March 23-27.
Phi Kappa
Delta is also
known as the National Intercollegiate Forensic society.
This convention will commemorate the bicentennla]
celebration.
In addition to convention
meetings and seminars, there
will be a complete forensic
tournament. Every competitive
event will give recognition
through form and content to the
role that public debate and
communication bave played in
the formation of the United
States. The events to be held
will
be
debates,
extemporaneous speaking, formal
speaking, oratory and oraJ
interpretation.
.
The Pan Am participants will
be Cindy Mata, Patsy Ramos,
Wayne Gossett and Anthony
Cavocevicb.
Pan Am will be entering only
the debate events due to a lack
of judges. The one judge from
Pan Am will be George
McLemore, debate coach. "The
debate topic to be discussed has
special significance for the
bicentennial," said McLemore.
The topic is ''Resolved that the
United States president should
be significanUy curtailed."
This is the first national
convention that members of the
chapter Alpha Zeta will have

attended.

Steve Popelsky

the pan american
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Harry Quin
The PM Ametican student newspaper
di Pen Ameriuin un111ers1ty, Is published
tly sruttenr Publlcallono, Emllla Hall !DO,
Phone JS\ 15~1, at Edinburg, Texas, eacll
Wedneway excepl dur ing eK8minatloos
end holidays under Or. Mike Nevarez, vice
~resIden1 ror studenr affairs : and Harry
Quin, advisor Views pre~enlod are lhOU
of studM1$ afld do nol necessarily rellect
thoso 01 till' university Rdminlslratlon
Subscription price tly mail · n • year
ConlribUl\ons aod l1mers 10 !he edtror
SIIOUld be submllled by noon !he Frioay
bt?lore publlcatlo,, Both may be..-dlled.
Lellers should not e)(ce~d 250 wards In
lenglh (ZIP Code 7S5391

Date Near
I You had better hWT) and
'submit your application i[ you
are inle. rested in working as an
ditor or on the s~ff l'lf the
tutlent newspaper or ·earbook
at Pan /\ml'rican.
/\ new policy. established by
he Publications Committee
equ1ring applications be
~ubmllled before April 1, states
hat the applicants should list
qualifications and send three
letters of recommendation. The
letters must be sent directly to
Harry Quin. faculty advisor of
the two pulllicalions.
Only two class days remain to
submil applications after today.
ln ii meeting April 15, the
applications will be reviewed
and applicants must be on hand
for the committee meeting.

r,

PAN AM'S, student association presents S'lO to the Newman
movement for use of the Student Center for Social Involvement,
during student Book Exchange operations for the last few years.
Standing I to r are: Hollis Rutledge, president pro-tem of
PAUSA; Ofelia Coronado, president of the Newman club;
Martha Sallnas, secretary; and Jesse Hernandez, member of
the Newman club.

Media Conference

{Cont. From P-1)

Copparella, of the Philadelphia
Daily News; Roberto Solis
Flores of EI Bravo, Matamoros.
and Dr. Hubert J. Miller,
associate professor of ~story
at Pan Am. Dr. Miller wiU act
as translator for the panel.
Panel Discussions
A third panel discussion at 3
p.m. is entitled "Are Traditions
Killing the Yearbook?
This panel, devoted to the
publication of school yearbooks,
will l>e handled by Danny
Lewis, teacher of journalism at
Mission High School: Sra.
Esperanza Huerta, a teacher
from Reynosa; and Jim Snyder
of McAllen High School.
Hospitality hour will begin at
5:30 p.m. Wlder the sponsorship
of the First National Bank and
First StateBank and Trust Co.,
both of Edinburg.
A buffet banquet will be
served at the Echo beginning at
7 p.m. Following th.e dinner, Dr.
Nichols will present the local
and international awards.
Anyone may attend the
banquet; tickets in advance are
$6 and may be purchased at the
hotel.
Second day events will include the final panel discussion
for persons interested in
magazines. The discussion,
entitled ''A New Era in
Magazines," will begin at 9
a.m.
Panelists include Professor
Louis AleKandei;, University o(
Houston, and Professor Floyd
Arpan, University of Indiana.
At 10:45 a.m.an advisor's and
students' statement of purpose
concerning the conference is
scheduled. A general discussion
concerning the feasibility of
organizing a permanent international conference for
college and universi

nalists and faculty members is
also scheduled .
The group will break for
lunch at 12;45 p.m. with a
continuation of the discussion
concerning plans for next
year's conference and a
farewe.11 address at 2 p.m.
Dr. Bruce Underwood,
associate professor in the
Department of English and
Mass Communications, began
work on the conference m
September of 1974.
Birth Of The Conference
The idea was submitted to Dr.
J.C. Nichols, vice president for
academic affairs, on Nov. 13
and lhe green light was given to
hold the conference.
The conference committee
was organized on Jan. 30. The
committee was comprised of
Mrs. Martha 0 . Cruz, committee secret;irv: Dr. Underwood , chairman: Professor
L.A. Youngman.director of the
Cooperative and Continuing
Education Program; Professor
Harry Qu.in, Department of
English and Mass Communications; Dr. Carl Grantz,
head or the Department of
English and Mass Communications; Dr. Arnulfo
Martinez, Vice President for
Inter-American Affairs and
International Education;
William Griffin, staff reporter

CARDENAS
,---

lhe !>pri.ng semester at Pan
/\meriran University has been
announced by Dr. J.C. Nichols,
vice president for academic
affaits at the university.
Finals will be given Lo day
students starting Thursday,
May 8, and ending Tuesday,
May 1:l. Exams will be offered
at the regular class time for
Saturday and evening classes,
Dr. Nichols said.
Spring
commencement
exercises are slated for Sundar,
Ma} 25.

FOR AYOUNG FAMILY

---~

This 2-bedroom, I-bath home
is located in one of Edinburg's
finest eslal>lished areas,
Beautifully situated on one
and a hall lot . Many extras
and Priced To Sell .

JOE ROSELAND

1209 PECAN
McALLEN, TEXAS
I

A
FOUR - DAY
EXAMINATION schedule for

THE PERFECT HOME

. REALTY

I;

for Toe Pan American; and
Craig Smith, editor.
The reasons for the coming
conference include : 1. The
creation of an mlernational
atmosphere between the Unjted
tales and Mexico: 2. A
decrease in travel time ~nd
expense by reducing the
geographical spread of the
membership area: !J. To
provide a meeting ground for
Mexican and Texas mass
communicators to discuss
common non-political
problems: 4. To promote better
inter-American
communications: 5. To provide a
greater recognit10n of Pan
American University.

after 5 P.M. call 682-8262

Bring This Ad In To

•··PANT
EXPRESS
ACROSS FROM PAU CAMPUS
AND RECEIVE A

10% DISCOUNT !
CARRYING:

CAMPUS

RED SNAP OVERALLS

WRIGHT

MILWAUKEE KNITS

~~=E~:

T:O!

•Y•Symbol

'Ir of Confidence
Edinburg's

·

First National Banh
N•UDWII P . O . t C .
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McMichael Reviews Business Council
A review of Pan American
University was presented
recently on campus by Dr. R.N.
McMichael, deem of tbe school
of business.
Dr. McMichael is also a
member of a 15 member
business advisory council of
VaUey and state businessmen
who recently met at the Pan Am
campus.
Dr. McMichael also discussed
the purposes and activities of
the advisory council. He said
the council is being charged
with providing conceptual aid in
curriculum development and
organization . while serving as
liaison with the business
community, helping provide
job oppartunities for Pan .tun
graduates, and advising the
dean of the school of business as
to the community's reaction to
program content, as well as
assisting in setting and
evaluating the school's role in
the university.
Attending the meeting were
members David Farb, Leonel
Garza;
Jr.,
Benjamin
Rodriguez, Thomas Backus, Al
Cisneros, Pete Diaz, Jr., Mike
Frost, C.H. Hamilton, Jr.,
Edward Lett, J.C. Looney,
Felix Martinez and Ted Sullins.
Members not present were
Ernest Johnson and Fred
Repper.
Dr. J.C. Nichols, vicepresident for academic affairs,
expressed the university's
appreciation for the time and
effort given by the members
and for their support.
After a short tour of the

campus, the council met for
discussions with Dr. Ed
Baldwin, director of business
instruction and administration;
Dr. Carl Rush Jr., director of

the bureau of business and
eronomie research: Dr. Roy
Flores, director of counseling
and placement: and Mrs. Edna
Villar, director of programs.

MEMBERS of the different sororities on campus
participated during Derby Day, sponsored by Phi
Sigma Kappa, a few weeks ago, Kappa Delta
sorority won tbe contest.

Scheduled Interviews
Recruiters from scnoots and
businesses will be on campus
this week to interview seniors
looking toward employment
after gra·duation or graduate
school.
Today. a representative from
IBM will be meeting students
interested in a career in
marketing or sales who are

majoring in business administration, science or math.
Representatives from the San
Marcos, Victoria, Lamar
Rosenberg and
Edgewood
school districts will be interviewing education majors.
today and tom.a rrow .
The office 0£ Auditor U.S.
Agriculture will be meeting
with interested accounting
majors for placement in the
southwest region tomorrow.
Tomorrow and Friday, Southwestern Bell will be talking to
business and math majors or
anyone
interested
in
management.
A representative
the
University of Texas graduate
school will be interviewing aU
majors on Friday ror possible
acceptance into graduate
school in Austin. Fellowships
w1U be available to Economics
majors looking toward an MA
or a Phlb.

or

~cu~~-

Sn:eyoucai'tgoaram5a'li'lQ ~~~)

APPROXIMATELY 50 to 60
students are expected to make a
trip to Mexico City during
spring break, March 22 - 29.
The !rip will be sponsored by
all CA1\o1P students who are
going on the trip. The CAMP
Country Set puts lo0ether 1,: student committee met on
a peach of a look r Shlrt · i March 11 to complete all plans
jacket .. belled and · for the trip.
pocketed .. and elastic
The activities which are in
back. fly - front pants.,.
Woven polyester. · progress to raise money for the
The long •sleeve
trip include
a benefit dz.nee
knit shirt, in a
on
March
16,
landscape print. .
The main purpose of this trip
is to learn more about the
Mexican-American culture.
While m Mexico City, the
students will visit some of the
Qf'Today
hislorical sites like the National
Shrin~,
the
Church
of
Guadalup
Hidalgo,
the
ational
Cathedral,
the
ational Palace. the Floating
Gardens and many other sites.
Transportation for the tr1p
will be provided by bus and car

1

··Wear The Look
ForA Looely
Tomorrow... ,.

Fmm
~/,, dfll/Ulill
~

730%.

S0Un4 CLOSI'("
50INIVIIG, T81.$ 7U39

""~'

- ~2a01

cfnt.

ThE U IVERSITY CENTER
Pro~rau,
Council
ha
sc.'hetluled four £ilms during
Semana de Ja Raza, ac<.·ordin~
to Doug Kellar, films committee chairman.
The
mones \\ ill be in
English and \\-ill be seen i11 the

television room of the
University Center, third Uoor.

';

'i~

.
•

For students interested in where to go g~t help splving
problems or for information , the following list was compiled by
Margie Mant:illas of the PAU Counseling Center. Only the four
digit numbers shown should be dialed lf the caller is using: a
campus telephone, t-0 reach a campus number. When calling on
campus from off campus the prefix 381 should be used instead of
the Edinburg prefix 383.
2501
Money for college
Financial office
228'2
Veteran affairs
Veteran office
112'1
Di cussing problems
Counseling center
~1122
Academic advice
C-0unseling center
3122
Dropping out of school
Counseling center
3122
Drug concerns
Counseling center
3122
Emergenc. referals
Counseling center
'.!632
Places to live
Dean of Women
2632
Foreign stu<.lent advisor
Dean of Women
Tutor!>
Project Esperanza
2621
CAMP
3111
Employment opportumty
2474
Placement office
Career mformation
2474
Placement office
3122
Counseling center
Teacher certification
Education department
3171
Change of major
Department h ~ad
Transfers to or from PAU

Counseling center
Admissions office

sexuality information

Student Health Center
2511
Counseling center
3122
Student Health Center
2511
Counseling center
3122
Student Health Center
2511
Student Health Center
2511
Professors
2601
University center
School paper
Student center information desk

Pregnancy alternatives
Gynecological services
Venereal disease
Grades
Activities on campus
uist LO. card
Library

3122
'12.07

2755
2101
2611
2601
2515

Being discriminated against President's office
Cetting involved
UCPC

PAUSA
Honors program
Foodstamos
Rehabilitation services

County office
900 . Sugar R-d.

383-8111
383-0061

Eight Assistantships Offered
Paul Mitchell has compiled a
bulletin for available positions
of graduate assistantships in
English. MJtchell is a graduate
advisor for the department of
English and Mass Com•
mwiications.
Mitchell said there will be

eight teaching assistantships
opening after this semester.
- Applicauon forms for a
graduate assistantslup may be
obtained from the dean of the
graduate school. They should be
returned to the Department of
English and Mass Commwiications before May 1.

:}I,., '!J.onng
CO-ORDINATES FOR THE COLI.EGE GffiL
jEVERVTHING 'FOR THE FEMALE GYMNAST

EL 1...ENTRO MALL

78 7-290 l

CANTU'S

PHARMACY
511 South Closner
383~1239
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Nursing Program Joins Main Campus Crowd
Building Includes Health Related Professions
" Nursing education is alive
and well. Love a nurse," says a
poster outside the newly
completed $800,000 nursing
building next to the Science
building.
The two-floor structure
houses the nursing department
as well as other health related
professions as continuing
education in nursing. medical
technology and curriculum in
human
service.
This
curriculum 1s designed for the
person working with the
mentally ill or retarded.
According to Julian Gastillo,
director of health related
professions, we have begun to
move in but all the furniture is
still not 10 .
ew classroom
furniture needs must come in
because that presently being
used is only temporary .
C.astillo also said two projects
are being conducted m the new
building. One is "Alcoholism :
Alcohol Abuse." and .is beaded

Keith
Turkington,
by
alcoholism specialist at PAU.
TI1is project o£fers two courses
in alcohol abuse and distributes
free information on the subject
in both English and Spanish.
The project is designed for the
doctor . the nurse, the physician
or the counselor that comes in
contact with alcoholics. said
Castillo.
The other project, ·• Projecw
omprender, " headed by
Robert Trotter. assistant
professor in the department of
Behavioral Science at PAU. He
is tudying curanderismo t folk
medicine) in South Texas.
'!';otter is pre enlly developing
a slide series into a movie which
depicts curanderismo in this
area .
Looking into the future,
Castillo said they have now
started to work on a nursing
bachelor's degree . According to
Gastillo the present degree
being offered in nursm.g is a

PAUB Financial Aid
Applicants Should File
Applications for financial aid
services at the Pan American
University. Brownsville Center,
for the 1975 swruner terms or
1975-76 fall ancl spring
semesters should be made
immediately. according to Dr.
Ralph A. Penington, director at
Pan American Universily,
Brownsville Center.
A fin~~i~l ai? representative
COOPERATIVE
EDU CA·
has more job openings
for interested Pan Am students.
Students
interested
in
physics, math. pre-eng-ineering
and computer science can apply
for a position with the ational
Oceanic and Atmospheric Assn.
in the Environmental Research
Center of Boulder, Colo.
The first work period will
begin May 19 and end Aug. 25,
allowing the student to have
classes the fall semester and
begin work again on Jan. 5.
A representative from the
Des
Moines, Iowa, public
schools wi IJ intervjew both
elementar} and secondary
education majors April 4.
A represen La ti ve of the
alional Bank Examiners will
be on campus April 8 to in1.erview students interested in
cooperative education.

TIO

issclledule<J to be at tbe PAU-8
registration office, March 3-7
and also on Tuesday and
Thursday through Aug. 28, to
assist applicants in completing
applications and to advise on
the availability of funds and the
probability of their receiving
financial assistance.
Financial aid awards or
refusals will be reviewed March
24-27 in the Pau-B registration
ofrice by a financial aid
counselor. At this time anv
other related problems will be
reviewed with the applicants.
Appointments should be made,
so adequate information may
be obtained from the applicant's permanent file.
Financial Aid applications
and appointments for financial
aid counseling may be obtained
at the PAU-8 registration office
located next to the tennis courts
on the Texas
Southmost
Campus or by calling &W-4284.
Cosmic Commode
It is recorded in the
Congressional Record lllat
$80,000 has been appropriated
for a zero-gravity toilet for the
space program. Twenty-three
thousal'ld dollars has also been
given for the environmental
testing
of
the
same.

two-year associate oegree rn
applied science. A degree lll
dietetics is also being planned
for the future.
Ln addition to the three
classrooms available for
classes a simulated hospital is
located on the ground noor. Io
this simulated area, "the
student learns the nursing skills
in taking care of patients," said
Frances Patterson, head of the
nursing department.
Castillo said moving partions
would be installed io the
existing three classrooms to
make six classrooms.
Also located in the new
building is an auditorium and a
multi-media room containin~

Patterson. Now, students can
have all classes on one campus
and have them in adequate
classrooms and a well-equipped
laboratory, she added.
Students are also pleased
about the new building. Before,
students had classes on the old
PAU campus and in the school
of education and Fine Arts
Building. A nursing student
commented when she was
asked how she fell about the
new bwlding, "We feel as part
of the campus now, because
before we were sort of
isolated."

material on health related
fields.
To pe located on the ground
floor also. will be a room coowining study cubicles and a
student lounge. On the second
floor are the offices of the
heal th related department
offices.
The new building will benefit
students in the health related
professions because it will
eliminate their having to go
back and forth from the new
campus to the old campus
where the nursing department
previously was located, said

BSU
Coffee Break
Baptist Student Unioo will cosponsor another coffee break
with the off-campus Student
Center for Social Involvement ,
March 15 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Ballroom.
Free coffee will be served to
anyone attending the break.
BSU also will sponsor a trip to
Falcon Lake on March 25. The
trip is open to anyone wanting
to go and will require a sack
lunch, $1 for supper, and a
contribution for gas to form car
pools. Persons interested in
going will leave at 8:30 a.m.
from the B.SU Center and will
return home at Ii p.m.
A "Break Sup" during the
spring break will be held March
27 at the BSU Center. The
supper is free to everyone and
will begin at. 6:30 p.m. It will
include supper, bible study and
recreation.
On March 27-29 , a Latin
American Youth Congress,
sponsored by the Baptist
General Convention of Texas,
will be held in Austin, Youths
from all over Texas will meet
together to exchange ideas
about what Christ means to
them. According to Steve
Esparza, B.SU member, "It is
something like a Billy Graham
crusade where a lot of students
meet together."

VA Loans
Available
New veterans loans up to $600

::

NURSING EDUCATION students enjoy new
surroundings. The new building on campus houses
the Nursing program and health related
professions.

Fulbright Scholarship
Pan Am graduate Lindslee as her concentration of study,
Ann Greer was recently she will go from Vienna to
awarded
the
Fulbright Salzburg, Austria or nme
Scholarship.
months, where she will be
enrolled in the Orff Institute at
Miss Creer, a December the Mozarteum, the music
graduate in music. will leave college of Salzburg. Her studies
for Vienna in September, 1975, there will go toward a masters
for orientation. With _the piano degree.

are available for velerans at-

LA~ PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER
EDINBURG

''Where People Are
Really..• Our Business';
CARIJYING THE MOST FAMOUS
NAMES IN WEARING APPAREL ..

Hlt,GAR
.

CALIFORNIA THREADS
DONN KENNEY

GOLDEN V.EE

fRITIZ

Of

DITTO'S
BOSTONIAN

alifonlla

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 7

LANGTREE

tending chool under the GI
Bi!J. All eligible veterans,
wives, widows and children will
be cons1derec.l for initial loans
based upon the amount of their
tuition, and other costs or attendance anticipated for the
1974-75 school year-.
Students must begin repaying
the loans at 8 per cent interest
nine months after the student
ceases at least half-time
enrolhnent. and must be paid in
full within 10 years and nine
months after that date. Part or
all of the loan may be prepaid
without interest or penalty.
AJI financial resources must
be reported by the student,
including other educational
loans, grants, scholarships, VA
educational assistance and cash
assets.
Pan Am students may contact
VA representatives Bill Miller
or Arnaldo Perez in Emilia
Hall. 1041 or call 381-2282 for
further information

For The Perrecl G1tl Everytime-Jewelr)'
A Gill That Will Last Forever
UO N. 12th

Edinblll'g

383-243Z

HOTO'
.lllf.•

REATIONS
El CENTRO MALL

We Have: T-Sbirts from $1 p
Heat Transfers for $1.50
(Only $1.25 with purchase of any shirt)
Transfers & Lettering done While•U•Wai
Also: Letten, Numbers & Humor

.
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Dominguez. Presents Lecture
Dr. Sylvia M. Domingue,;,
PAO professor of the Foreign
Languag s
Department,
recently spoke to members and
guests of the Wesl11co Bilingual
Eclucalion Program,
Her lecture. "Cultural Aclivities for the Elementary
Classroom," was divided into
three major parts. stressiJ'lg
what she bdieved to be the onl)
national approach lo increased
student cultural growth in the
classroom at any academic
level.
Points which Dr Dominguez
considered important in

classroom instruction were the
personal encba.ncement or
cultw-aJ growth of each teacher
in a never-ending pursuit of

knowledge,
the
age-old Margarita,·· and "Santa Clo
tradition of good story telling, Comes to La Cu.chillo.''
rhymes, riddles, children's
games and the short stories of
An exhibition cont.aimng
each group. Food, too, plays an examples which Dr. Dominguez
impQrtant part in all cultures, felt would assist the teacher in
said Or. Dominguez.
lnstilling
in thesludenta
Dr. Dominguez a.ls() included personal love and pride in the
in her lecture, her belief that heritage of Spanish culture was
Spanish culture can be taught io also part ol her presentation.
the cl36.'iC'oom at the elementary level To illustrat her
In conclusion. Dr Dominguez
thesis that good Spanisll advised her audience to
literautre can be introduced, remember the words of the
even at an elemental") level, philosopher Bergson who said,
Dr.
ominguez chose the none of us are, but we are
stones, '·Famous Adventure of coristantly in a state of
Don Quijote de la Mancha," by becoming or change. For if we
Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra; are as we were yesterday -the.n
Ricardo Palma's P~rsusian we are no longer gorwing but
classtc, "La Camisa de dying.

Linguistics Research Center
The
Language
and
Linguistics Research Center is
about to become a reality.
.
,
~e progr~, which has ri1!1e
Ob]ectives, . Wil:1 have as its
~ . obJective lbe study of
bllinguahsm
among Pan
~erican students. Th_e study
will be _to determine Ul what
proportion the s~dents speak
Spa.olsb and English.
According to Dr. Willcott, the
first problem in doing this Is
finding an effective way to
measure the type and amount.
Dr. Paul Willcott, directordesignate ror the program, said
the school is cun-ently looking
for two qualified linguJsts to fill
the four positions available [or
work in September.

Willcott es~tes that it will
take approximately two ye~
for the counting and collection
of tbe information to determine
the nature of Pan American
bilingualism.
As a second objective. the

One unique feature the Vall~y
ha.s (or such a study program 1s

the fact that we ar close t':) a
border where the Spanish
culture is a basic culture. Also,
we have a large number of
winter visitors from the Midwest influencing tb.e language
or both people from·the Valley
and the Spanish speaking.

program will study the
academic performance of
students with English as a
primary language and those
with Spanish as a primary
Regardlng the merger, Ur.
language and also those equally
Willcott said that hopefully it
good in both languages.
A third objective of the could create cooperation with
program is to sponsor jointly a the UT system so that graduate
meeting with UTEP of scholars students with little experience
and teachers from arowid the in the fleld could come down
cou_ntry_ and spe~lfically here for research and that
Cali.forruai ew Mexico ~d perhaps PAU students with
states with many Spanish fjeld experience could attend
UT for advanced study.
speaking students.

Valley Press· Club Offers Scholarship
A journalliun scholarship 1a
being offered by the Rio Grande
Valley Press Club according to
Jack King, president. King ts
also managing editor of The
Monitor.
The scholarship i.s to help pay
tuition and fees for one
semester. According to King
the amolDlt will be about $120.
Students interested in applying for the scholarship
should write to Harry Quin in
the English and Mass Com-

munications department. Quin
is scholarship committee
chairman for the Rio Grande
Valley Ptless Club.
Quin said that applications
must include the name, address
and classification of the
st1Jdenl. The student must
express an intention of entering
some phase of professional
journalism after graduation.
Toe scholarship committee
will consider the financial need
and experience or background

--~------,o~R-H. . IM~~~N~-H~EI~\
...
The "Roftw" Shop
upstai~.

thepla~

for the
two of you.

North

And The

newly formed Jayce-=._
to presidents of other
meeclog March 13. The
wafting to be chartered,
collv,ge chapters in the

PAU Jaycees Visited
By State President
"You as members of a
collegiate Jaycee Chapter have
a great ' e
Frontier' to
discover." said Jaycee State
President Frank Ziebell in a
speech to the members of ffie
newly founded chapter at Pan
American University. There
are only two other college
Jaycee chapters in the whole
state of Ttxas.
Zieball pointed out that Pan
Am would be a shining example
to the rest of the state ln
establishing Jaycee college
chapters.

I

Theobjectivesolthe Jaycee's
are helping the community,
developing \be individual
member's leadership qualities
and preparing members
for
the future in the business world
Interested persons may
contact either Homer Gallegos
or Sam Diaz at 686--0561 for
more information.

Herr Roach
According
to
the
Congressional Record $20,000
was appropriated to study the
German cockroach

The Calendar

in journalism of each student.
WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY
Therefore, these points
Int.ercollewate
Knights will
The
Methodists
will
meet
al
should be described in the letter
meet
in UC 306A from 7:30-10
noon
(or
an
hour
i.n
the
Chapel.
of requesL
HOPE meets ti:30 - 8:30 p.m. p.m.
The University Center
in
University Center 307A.
The Rio Grande Valley Press
Program Council will meet 8-12
The
Spanish
Club
will
meet
4Chili has awarded this- joura.m. in the Edinburg Activity
.
nalism scholarship on two 6 p.m, in UC 306A.
The Intercollegiate Councill Center, 123 Palm Drive.
previous occasions.
CAMP will meet in front of
In 1973 John Lehlner of will meet 7;30-9 p.m. in UC the Ballroom 11-1 p.m.
305A,
Mission
received
the
'!'he International Media
The College Assistance
scholarship. He entered Texas
Conference will be held.
A&M University and studied Migrant Program meet 7:30MONDAY
9:30 in the Newman Center,
agricultural journalism.
Kappa Delta will meet In UC
CAMP will meet in front of
1be first time the scholarship
305 S-a:30 p.m.
was awarded it went to Ken the balkoom 11-1 o.m.
Kappa Sigma Fraternitf
THURSDAY
Matson. He was graduated
meet
7-9 p.m. in UC 305A.
Delta
Zeta
will
meet
in
UC
:ms
from Pan Arn and now works
Phi Kappa Theta will meet in
for i.'Ibe Valley Morning star' 6-9 p.m
EL SOL meets S:30-6:30 p.m. UC !W6A 6:30-11 p.m.
TUESDAY
ln UC 306.
Speech Therapy
The Veterans Organization
Mu Epsilon will meet in UC
will meet l 40-3 p.m in UC 306A.
Certification Added 307 7:30 - 9 p.m.
The Sociednd Folklonca del
The Sot.ial Workers Student
new curriculum will be Association will meet 3-4:30 Valle meets in UC 307 5-7 p.m.
offered by the speech depart- p.m. In UC 306.
Yacht Bought
Il( will meet in UC 305A 7-8:30
ment begin Ing this swnmer.
The U.S, Congress bas app.m.
According to Dr. Opal White,
The encing Club will meet In propriated 2 million to
head or the speech and drama the Ballroom 6-9 p.m.
Yugo lavia's Marshal 'i'ito for
department, persons Interested
CAMP will meet in front of purchase of a yacht
in speech therapy will now be the Ballroom 11-1 o.m
Bisexual Frogs
able to gel their public school
The Spanish Club wm meet 4The United Stales COngr~
certification here at Pan Ml. 7 p.m. in the Ballroom.
Until now, students had to go to
The Karate Club will meet .ippropriatecl $6,000 LO study
other schools to get this vr- 9:30..11 a.m. in th.. Ballroom. Polish bisexual ftOJ!S
tification.
FOR
In order to be able to offer th
degree. :m Am must have a
CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
speech pathologist on Its
MATERIAi.
faculty Some of Hl cour •
required Will be of{ red this
i;wnmer, anrl by tha.s fall. the
speech department hopes to
have a Cull Ume certified
pathologist.

1617 N. 10th
McAllen

MEMBERS of the
cjlapter at Pan Am listen
Jaycee chap.ers at their
cha pt r al Pan Am,
will be one of the oolv two
whote state.

The
therapist
works
primarily in the hcols with
chUdren having SPe<!.Ch dithculties

THE SCHOOL
ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY

1807 North 10th

McAllen
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Summer School Students Need To Notify Registrar
By PATTI PITCHFORD
As the hot. lazy days of
swnmer creep up on us. so does

school. ·o sooner 1s
the current semester over,
befort> it is time to contemplate
summer

the id<'a of returning.
But, two changes have been
made giving students one more
da} of vacation. Ac<.'ording to
Willtam L. Morris. Director of
Admissions,
fin a ls
are
schedult.>d for Ma,· 7-13 instead
of Ma)- 8-14. The day ·of

gratluatwn has been scheduled
for a we k earlier and fall on
May 18. in 'lead of Ma~ :!5.
Exactly two " eks and six
days later un JW1e ~. ·ummer
registration begins Morris
pointed oul that students
wishing to attend the summer
sessions must have their cards
pulled al the registrar s office
sometime in April.

regardless of ,, hich session the
student attends.
If the student docs not notify

the registrar he will not rece1\'C

an
appointment
for
registration.
On June '1, classes begm at 8
a .m . lasting for an hour and a
hall each. Since there will be
only fow· class periods each
da) . the school day will end at 3
p.m.
This registration packet is for
The first session schedule IS
both
summer
essions , as follows .

New Building Features First Meet
The South Texas Tnstitute of
Alcohol and Drng Studies will
be held March 24-25 at the PAU
Nw-slng Education and Health
Related Professions Building.
Speakers from throughout
Texas as well as from
ew
York and
Louisiana will be
featured. Presenting a session
on family counseling will be the
noted therapy-training team of
Jacqueline SmaU and Joseph
Balley.
Jacqueline is clinical training
specialist for the Texas Commission on Alcoholism and the

Pan American ·
Classified Ads
TWf'nl\f c~nls ~
line with .•
Minimum ot s. 1 each 1nse-r t10r1
payilbl~ In aovance

DALLAS
POLICE
DEPT.

author or the training manual.
Anyone desiring to attend the
South Texas Institute on

June .:!-reg1 tration
June ~- cla ·se begin
June 5- last da) lo register
or make t'liant!,e irt s1.:hetlule
June ,- rourlh class day-last
da, for luil!on ur fee refund
juJy \I- final exam s
July 11- begins the econd
term rei.tistration and the ril'sl
da.) of cla~ 1s on Jul) 14
.Julv 15- last dav lo make
c:hanges in d;iss scJicdule
July Ii- fourth clas daylast da\' for tuition or fee refund
Aug.' 15- final
exams
ug . :!.J-- commencement
e~erciscs.
Morris
cs:plainetl
that

Al ohol and Drug Studies may
students wishing to tr;i11sfe.1
contact Gloria de Leon at li82their grades must ask tilt.>
:l481 for further information.

8y HORATIO CANALE
Easter vacation combined
with sprini llreak this year is
going to give students a lot of
time to do a lot of whatever lhe
lot of them want to do.
One favorite pasttime during
this holiday, which cater to the
younger generation. ts lo sit
anxiousl) awaiting that Sunday
morning when the East.er bunny
will show up to shower the lawn
with dozens of nicely decorated,

hard-boiled eggs.
The Pan Am students who
have made Lita t big step into the

hard

world

beyond. may
to pack up
and take off for the beach mstead.
however, l'hoose

Yes. lbe beach t>ffers so much

to the weary student. Sun,
relaxation. recreation and lots

of oU,er kids looking for other
kids, The highlight of the beach
al Easter is the mght. Yes. the
night, when the breeze is soft,
lhe atmosphere is louse and the

LCB's I Liquor Control Board,
are out antl no one really cares
because by sunsel everyone 1s

RUMLEY'S
~tort- For \lt•n

ARROW

HAGGAR

Slart,ng sat,1ry Sl61 lo S96t per
rnonlh b•sed on apPllcanl'1 level ot
education A~ 21 !11rou9h JS. Good
Phvs!cal condition. Vision must bo 7~
70or beller ,n bolh oyes ano must be
corree1.1ble Witt, glitSSM lo 70/20 ,n
ea.h ~'(of, Educa1lona1 rl!qutremenl
ts ror1Y-ll\le semt,ter houn wllh •
•c' average- or bett♦r from "" ac~
cred1todcot1e90 or university, v.s.
C,llienshlp is required, The abOve
applles 10 both male ana lemele.
Repr&sentallve of the OallH Police
Deparlment w111 interview ap,
pllcanl• at !he Fl. Brown Molor
HoH,t, 1900 E . Elltabelh
Brownsville, TX from 10 a.m lo 4
P m., Mon., March 17 rws, PAV
Student Center, Tues .. March 18,
trom 10 a.m . to l p.m., and tht
S1tera1on-Fa,rwar, llOS So. Tenlh
SI., McAllen. TlC from 10 a.m to 6
P, m Tue1.,., Marc.h 11 "'"d Wod .•
March 19, 1'15.

Tiw sanie holds true for
·tudl'nlS fro111 :.mother 1.:olle~e
1qshm~ Lu a ttend I 'AU tht~,·

ncell a lcltet of slanrling froril
th school llwy nr • presi>ntly
altemlin~.

Th swnruer graduates need
to get tlwir apphl'allon m to the
re1-:1strar n,)w 1\IU1ough the
de-:.iJline was l'' cb.

EMPLOYMENT

news of nul cnou~h hours. t•ru·I)
recogm tion L'ould hu \ e c1 idl:'d
thc studt•nt,
orris

ac·,•ording

JOCKEY

·mashed and out lookin~ for
some r,11,bits of their own.
ll 1s wtill known that Padre
by all kinds,
from all over looking for
vacation fun Walkmg down
Andv Bowie, hoards of funmaking kids can be spotted
engaged m their fun. Some
people play football for hours on
end, whil others play frisbee.
Others, the beer can piJers, can
be seen frantically trying to
empl) their full cans so that
their pile may soar higher than

Island IS l>ese1ged

SOUTH SIDE SQUA~
Ed b re: 383-1801

The list of activilles goes on and on, aihn1;,
sunning. sln•akuu:, l{irl chasini,:
and s·wimmmg.

/\."' everyone knows, all good
things must corne to an em!. So,
i-is the last can run dr},
Monda} morning classes lie
\\ ~iting for the vaca lion-tired
student·. Tirccl from staying
awake the rrevious mght. the
5tudenl ·its \~riUng extuses
.ibou l how sick he was over the
holidays and wasn't able to
finish his clm;s assignments.

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIOS
FREE MAKE~UP LES ON
Two Conwuient Locations

FLORSHEIH

21!1 East
;m:H5ll

ano

Edinburg

15H, W Univ rsity
;tit!- l:Jlll

Air Force ROTC...The college
scholarship program with
sky-high benefits.
I ll!F~

OP,

n

Em,lia Hall too or call lat,2so .
FOR RENT 10 gorli Only ~ bf:<lro1m1
mobile nomo on Sugar Road about 1
m,le trom U"'PUO A,C, drapes,
urpe1 , 1klrllng, lullY•equ,ppeCI. C~II
llJ.0146
FEMALES ,

00

YOU

PLAY

Some people might need to be coaxed with more than a full college SC;holarship
to enroll in the Air Force ROTC Program. So, if free tu1t1on. lab and incidental
fees aren't enough ... the Air Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,
tax-free, in your junior and senior years, even if you are not on scholarship.
And flying lessons to those qualified provide the most exciting benefit of all.
Interested?

orul)'s? Lead gullar7 B•sH II so,
we need vou lor our All, FEIII\ALE
COUNTRY
ANO
WESTE~N
BANOI Th~ Gotllen Nugget '"
Pharr Call Ann Chaney ,11 787 01 U
or 781 -nt•
LOST ON CAMPUS
s,tvtr 10
11racete1 / watcll. Ponlbl~ lost ~I
w~en G-Ym ~ LA 8109
~ewa,a
4111'1'Cd Call Y68 ·8i~J

ror

Ro,1e.

or 94& s,w , ~• ►

to

anycme •lse:;

POIHUNITY EMPLOYER

FOR SALE: Three doien ourabfe
fluid ounce while plullc conla,lnen.

tht.> dak

was . d LO LL·nefil lht• studcnl
lnste.id of ret'el\·mg last rmnute

s, ..

EQUAL

Ia.

Spring Break, Easter-Package Deal

Free Gift Wrapping the year round.

NEEDS
CAREER
OFFICERS

re~i lrnr lo send thr.1r tran.,,, npt or a letter of stundiug Lu
Uic prl'ferrPd SL'houl

Contact _ __L_t_._ C_o_l_._K_'e_n_n_e_c:_h_W_._R_i_c_hm_o_n_d_ __ _ __ _ _ _ __
Office Building ''H"

at - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC
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Campus" was Luis Conchola of
the Veterans Organization, and
the "Cutest Pan" was Dolly
Ramon of the Girl's Dorm.

The students can place their
pennies on this year's candidates at the voting booth to be
set up in front of the snack bar
or the Education building,
according to Alpha Chi Omega
representatives.
BOTH THE MEN'S and
women's dormitory will close
for spring break on Friday,
March 21 at G p.m. The
cafeteria will close after the
evening meal at the same time.
The dorms will reopen on
March 30 and the cafeteria will
open its doors on March 31,
according to the office of the
Dean of Women.

COSTING A PENNY A
VOTE, the "Ugliest Man on
Campus" and the "Cutest Pan''
contest will be held April 1-2,
sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega.
Any person or organization

interested in sponsoring
someone should call ~ 4
or 383-7215. An entry and two
sets of pictw-es for the voting
booth should be turned in before
spring break. The entry fee is
$2.

Last year's "Ugliest Man on

PAUL
ENGLE, assistant
professor physical science.
invites interested professors
and students to view the
production ·•STONEHENGE TEMPLE OR COMPUTER"
which will be shown March 21
and April 17 in the planetarium.
Two
presentations
are
scheduled each Friday at 7 and
8:30 p.m.
According
to
Engle,
Stonehenge stands alone,
unique in its style and possibly

in purpose. ··There is certainly
a lot of history associated with
these ancient work.,;. No one
knows when lt was huut and
how, or by whom. and its
purpose has remained uncertain throughout the centuries," Engle says.
He added, .. Stonehenge might
have served as a temple, but
scientists bcl.ieve its purpose
was that of a comp11ter to warn
of the eclipsing terrors of the
sky and of the changing
seasons."
Faculty members may call
381..:1521 or 381-3531 to arrange
special showings for their
classes.
FOR
ALL
PAN
AM
STUDENTS who have la~
minute term papers, tbe library
will remain open during spring
break. The hours are 8 a.m. -5
p.m. March 24 - 28 and will be
closed on March 29 - 30,
The doors will reopen for the
first week of school after the
break on March 31.

THE

WOMEN'S

RESIDENCE HALL has gone
big time in one way. It recently
acquired a change machine
similar to those found at the
Dallas-Fort Worth Regional
airport.

According to Mrs. Mildred
Fagg, director at the dormitory, the changer was
provided by the vending
company with request to keep it
in the office to prevent vandalism. The men's dorm also
gol one but was put away
because of damage by vandals.
The changer is serviced every
two days and bas been installed
about two weeks.
·we have had no problem
with it as yet," said Mrs. Fagg
about the changer.
TWO MEMBERS of the newly
institut-ed Casa de Nuevo
Camino in Pharr spoke before
the Pan American Psychology
Club on March 12 in Science
Auditorium II. Phil Cagiano
and Alex Chapa, director and
ass~tant director respectively,
made a presentation about Uie
rehabilitation practices that
their program uses to help
inmates
help
volunteer
themselves from problems
enhanced by alcohol and drugs.
Cagiano and Chapa explained
that anyone from any walk of
Life could run into serious
trouble and that it was
primarily up to the individual to
do the work himself that would
lead to lasting results.

' . · - .. •YO ......•·•·.,.,

•••,,--...,,._,

·•:•:•:
::::::
.,.,
....... .
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:·.
...
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Loads of
NEW CASUALS DRESS SLACKS
and HANDSOME SHIRTS
407 SOUTH MAIN

Gncv.!t·J:.

:-.,· •. -,.·;
.

~ ~.'6~~~

\)~rt:~.~~~~'i

w
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COME SEE THIS EXCITING EXTENSIVE COLLECTION
of NEW FASHION on

r®

BOUTli~! STRIP

JO SHERMAN, a senior at

Pan Am. will be the nationaJ
delegate for Pan Am at the
National Convention of Alpha
Chi Honor Society, April 3-5 at
Atlanta, Ga.

Miss Shennan was elected to
represent Pan Am by members
of the honor society. She will
present a paper at the convention entitled, "The Effects
of Television Violence on the
Agresslve Tendencies of Young
Children.''
The national convention, held
every other year, will feature a
national speaker. Tts purpose is
to encourage students to continue their development
through
supporting
a
scholarship program and
through participating in the

program .
THE RODEO CLUB
will
meet March 23 at 5 p.m. al
Sosa's Ranch, 21 2 mi N Benson
Rd. from McAllen to discuss
plans for a t·odeo April 27.
Mike \ Duffy J Reed, assistant
professor in the Department of
English and Mass Communications, is the club's new
sponsor after the resignation of
Dr. Terry Allison, associate
professor of biology.
The club sponsors a rodeo
each semester and its purpose
is to promote rodeos as a sport.
New members or interested
persons are welcome to attend
lhe meetings, said Saul Sosa,
president.

GRANTS UP TO $1,500 will be
awarded to Southern journalism students in need of
financial assistance to complete
their final two years of college.
Applications should be sut>
mitted before May 1 to apply for
the Ralph McGtll Scholarship
Fund grants for the 1975-76
acadcniic year. Awards will be
based on journalistic interest
and aptitude plus need.
Applicants should show an
"abiding interest" and aptitude
for newspaper writing and
editing and successful app1icants must convince the
comm iltee that lbey are
determined to make a career of
newspapering.
The scholarship was created
to honor the late Ralph
Emerson McGill, publisher of
the /\llanta Conslilution.
More information may be
obtained from the Ralph McGill
Scholarship Fund, Box man.
l\tlanta. Ga, :10:102.
MAS JS BEi G celebrated
twice weekly during Lent in the
campus t:hapel. Sponsored by
the Student Center for SQCial
Involvement. students and
faculty an• invited to attend

ec1ch Tuesday and WedJlesday
al :! r.m The l'elebrants are
Rev~. Jerr} Fr~mk anti W.A .
, Buzz I Crist ,lr.
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Bronc Tennis People Keep On The Win
The swinging Bronc netters
kept up the good work with two
more dual match victories this
last week. The Broncs got good

play from every angle and
came up with a hard-fought 5-4
win over the highly-tou~ed
University of Oklahoma

)leet
SW l•mme rS Prep ..L'D0 r 1r.1.
t
I

Intramural swimming
competitors are almost ready to
jump in the pool. The meet will
be held at the Pan American
swimming pool on Thursday.
April 10, al ~ p.m.

Any person entering this

contest must have practiced in
the pool at least two times

before the actual meet begins.
The women will be competing
in the 5~yard freestyle, the 100.
} ard freestyle, the SO-yard
The entry deadline for this breaststroke, the 100-yard
illustrious event. however. is breaststroke, the 50-yard
much e.arlier. All interested backstroke and the 100-yard
persons should turn in their backstroke. There will also be a
entry form by April 2 at noon. 200-yard freestyle relay.
The men will be competing in
Those forms can be obtal"ned at
the intramural office in the old exactly the same events, but not
against the women.
gym.

Intramural Tennis Cranks1Up
1ntramural tennis competition starts for enthusiastic
netterson April 17 at 4 p.m, The
tournament will continue
through the dates of April 18, 19
and 21 . Each day will see action
begin at 4 p.m.
The entry deadline for this
sport is April 17 at 4 p.m. All a

Sooners last Thursday.
The match-score was tied at
:1--4 ~th the outcome of the day
resting on the No.3 doubles
players. who were in their third
set ; and heading into a

tiebreaker for that set. The
Broncs in that affail' were Rob
Bettauer and Sean Sorensen.
Those two freshman players
came through under pressure to
take the set 7-6 and win the dual
match for the Broncs.
The action cranked up again
on Saturrla, when the Broncs
took on Texas A&l in another
dual match. Coach Dennis
Conner of Pan Am sent an All•
freshman squad up against the
Javelinas and came away with
a 7.0 match shut-out~
The men playing for Pan Am
( they're all freshmen) were
Bettauer (No. l singles), Rob
Hubbard (No. 2 singles),
Sorensen (No 3 singles), Ricky
Garcia (No. 4 singles) and
1Mark Waterhouse
( No. 5
singles).
The team of Waterhouse and

willing person has to do ls show
up at the courts on the day of'
April 17 and sign up.
'Ih~ tennis c~mp~titlon will J~sus Cruz combined for the
consist of men s smgles and win in the No. 1 doubles match
doubles and women's singles followed by Carlos Carrales and
and doubles. All a person needs Garcia teaming to win in the
to do ls_furnish his own racque!S No. 2 spot. The day saw a 7-0
and his own body for this win because of two Texas A&I
tournament.

places in the zone Tournament
held at Texas A&! last Friday
and Satur~y.
The women were hampered
all season long by a la_ck of

[ia11 NITz)1s~£~:;th

depth and a severe shortage of
height and experience. Their
season record was 1-13.

Serving as cercaptains for the
women were Magda Molina and

Lucinda "Rabbit" Saenz, who
also led the Broncettes dUring
the year with their 11.7 and 11.1
scoring averages respectively.

other members of the team,
which was coached by Kathy

Young andLes Sawiders; were

CARTRIDGE CITY
Pick of the Best of "Rock" and "Country" in tapes and now LP's/

Rita Vera, Denise Dusek, Rosa
Tellez, Mary Ester DeHoyes,
Patty Calloway, Gloria Cantu,
Linda Garcia and Pina Lopez.

Bronc Rogers

Is Elected
To First Team
Marshall Rogers was named

on the first team of the district
six National Association of
Basketball Coaches all star
team Saturday.
• Texas Tech's six•nine center
Rick Bullock led the balloting
with Louis Dunbar of Houston
coming a distant second by 20
points.

ALBUMS

s5ss * TAPES-5666

~

•a;,

defaults.

Female Dribblers Close Out Season
The
dashl og
women
basketballers on the Pan Am
campus just completed another
year of action. The Broncettes
claimed second 0£ lhe three

RETURNING A WW ONE at Orville I. Cox tennis stadiwn is
Rob Hubbard of the Pan American Broncs. Waiting patiently for
the shot is teammate Sean Sorenson. The Broncs are off to a
~ood start in their 1975 season.

Those joining Rogers, Bullock
and Dunbar on the first team
were Mark Coleman of Houston
Baptist and Kent Allison of
Arkansas.
Coach Abe Lemons was edged
out by Texas A&M coach Shelby

Good News About
Auto Insurance
For Young Drivers
Reliable auto insurance-designed to suit your
needs-is now available for college students,
military personnel and other young drivers.
Criterion Insurance Company Is a member of
the GEICO Group of Washington, o.c. and
specializes in serving the car insurance needs
of young drivers.
When you insure your car wi1h Criterion, you
will enjoy Important benefits like these: convenient payment plans, country-wide claim
service, driver trajning discounts and a wide
choice of coverages lo protect you and your
car. Criterion ls licensed in the District of Columbia and every state except Massachusetls.
Call today for a personal rate quotation and
complete information. We'll be glad to answer
your questions. Of course, there is no obliga•
lion of any kind.

HERB CHOLEVA
11 5 S. 77 Sunshine Strip

Harlinaen , Texas

425•7152

Criterion
INSURANCE COMPANY
Home OUJoo: Wnehlnu:t<Jn,

o.c.

Metcalf as Coach o{ the Year.

A natural spring!
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Green Machine Runs String To 20
BY J~ MAYNARD
1:iaseball, baseball and more
baseballt The 1975 edition of the
Pan American baseball Broncs
have compiled a record of 21·2
and have won 20 straight games
with two-thirds of the season
left to go.
The Broncs are playing like a
well polished team with a red
hot pitching staff, an excellent
defense and a hard hitting offense.
The Broncs won the Palm
Valley Tournament I against
teams from the University oi
Missouri and orthern Iowa
University I and clima~ed the
week with a no-hitter by junior
pitcher Ron Edquist against
Dallas Baptist College.
Pan Am dominated the Palm
Valley Tournament beating
orthern Iowa last Monday by
a score of 12-3. Jack Ewing

raised his record to :1.1 as he
pitched an exciting three-hitter.
Third baseman Craig Sebek
singled, doubled and tripled lo
drive in four of Pan Am's runs.
On . Tuesday, the Broncs
captured two comeback victories as they won over
MissoW'j 1H and orthern Iowa
fi-5.
Pan Am was behind 4-3 in the
fifth inning and then Sebek
singled; Steve Castillo, Tommy
Simpson and Rick Brockway
walked to lie lhe score 4-4.
Royce Maynard then socked a
two nm single to put the Broncs
ahead 6-4.
Jim Proctor limited Missouri
to four smgles as he gained his
fourth straight victory.
rn the nightcap, Simpson
pinch-hit and ripped a double to
score Wayne Cato wbo had also
doubled to make it li-5 and win
the game, Cato homered earlier

in the thtr<.l inrung
Ron Edquist pitched against
orthern Io,va and went the
cllstance giVinl! him his third
wm against no defeats.
For the finale of the tourney.
lefthanded Jesse Trinidad
mowed down the Missouri
Tigers as he threw a 6-0 shut
out. This was Trinidad's first
start for Pan Am due to a
strained arm. Donnie Flowers
and Joe Hernandez each
collected two hits,
Sebek gained the Most
Valuable Player award as he
gathered eight hits in 14 times
at bat. Other Broncs to make
the TournamentTeam were
Flowers, .6001, Simpson, .500>.
Brockway 1.3751, Hernandez
1 .375,, Cato , ,364) and Joe Lara
l.333),

both were thrown beautifully by
Edguist and Proctor respectively.
Edquist pitched Pan Am's
first no-hjtter in nearly six
years breaking Tony Barbosa's
spell. Edquist had an exciting
finish as he fanned the last two
batters and struck out eight in
all. This gives him a record of 40.

Hernandez homered in both
games giving him four home
runs for the year. He was five•
for-seven for the night.

Gymnastics Tumbles
In to More Action

The Broncs took a four game
series from Dallas Baptist
College Friday and Saturday as
they won Friday l•O and 7-1, and
Saturday 7-0 and 5-2.
ln the fourth inning, DBC was
the victim of a well executed
sqeeze play as Steve Castillo
bunted perfectly with the based
loaded to score Simpson
standing up. Ewing walked
only three and struck out six to
give him the vic~ory.
In the nightcap, John
1 nuffy I Dukes allowed only
four hits and slruck out seven.
Pan Am clubbed eight hits,
three of them by Jim Ramey to
give !Jukes the win. The winrung 1·un seared on a wild pitch
in the second inning after Joel
Kuenstler doubled to set up the
winning score.
The busy week for the Broncs
came to a close Satw·day with
., no-hitter and a one-hitter;

Five Tex-as universities were
represented at the state cornpetition held March 8 at the
University of Texas at Austin.
Of those uve, Pan American's
mean men gymnasts placed a
fine third in the event.
The members of the Pan Am
quad participating were Bob
Welsh, Eddie Perez, Dan
Regna. Doug Stockton, Roel
Casares and Gary Poplesky.
The individual events in the
tourney ranged from back hand

AUSTI - A House resolution
congratu lating
the
Pan
American University basketball team was introduced by
Pharr Rep. A.C. 1Tony I Garcia.
··The proposed resolution,
entitled
House
Simple
Resolution 79, commends the
entire University system and
the student body for their

McDonald-S ®

I
II

Survival Kit.
_

springs to back Oip l.lyouts,
which could be termed II your
more difficult maneuvers" in
terms of g} mnastics.
Accordmg to Stoc·kton, who is
also co-captain of the team. the
competition was rough with
each team trying their hardest
to bring home points.
The first place spot went to
Odessa College, followed by the
University of Texas, Pan Am.
Southwest Texas State and
Stephen F , Austin.

Basketball Gets Commendation

r--~--------------------------~--------------- --------1
-

/¥+ Big Mac ..

Proctor also pitched a fine
game as he held to just one hit
He struck out nine and walked
only four.
Pan Am takes-on the
niversity of ebraska at
Omaha tonight in a twilight
doubleheader beginning al G
p.m. at Jod) Ramsay Baseball
Stadium.
For those of you who don't
know whal it's all about. come
out and watch the Broncs as
the) do what they do best- play
baseball.

I
I
I
I
I
I

.

support." said Garcia.
He said that I.he real purpose
of the resolution 1s to
rongratulate the Broncs on
fheir tremendous season o[ a 22:! record. "Coach r,emons and
the entire learn have shown true
dedication and athletic talent
throughout lhe season.'' added
the South Texas representative.
Garcia said that offic1al
copies of the resolution will be
prepared [or Coach Lemons and
U1e Broncs squad ... We sbouJd
all be proud of the notable
success of the Bronc and the
entire
Pan
American
University System." the Pharr
legislator cooduded.

,,

"Twoallbeefpattiesspecialsaucelettucecheesep1cklesomonsonasesameseedbun.

WITH THIS COUPON ...

ONLY ...

I

C
BKi

MAC

TM

with a Large Order of Fries

* CLIP THIS AD *

ll CENTRO MALL

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l.ookini:: for a good way to
save·: Own your own home.
Besides giving you and
yuw- fam11) a place to live.
your home 1s an investment in the future.
t\nd now is the time to
buy that home, beca1.1Se
mortgage cretlil is more
available. One source
might be the local financial
mslttut10n \.I here
you
have an account. For
other:;, see BIC Realty. We
(.'an give you e1 Jot of 1,;ocxJ
ideas on creative £immcmg.
Coll BJ(.' Heally nuw.

-

Offer good thru March 31st.
at McDonald's, El Centro Mall
Pharr-McAllen Only

PHARR-McALLEN

onald's
lJ

Uc~

_ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ iaa. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

519 S. 4th 383-5198
EDINBURG
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U.C.P.C.
•PRESENTS•
THURSDAY, MARCH 20th

JOSE GRECO & NANA LORCA
LECTURE-DEMONSTRATION RECITAL
FINE ARTS AUD. - 8: 15 P.M.
TICKETS $2.00, $3.00 and $4.00

*
SEMANA DE LA RAZA DANCE
FRIDAY, MARCH 21st

EDINBURG ACTIVITY CENTER 8:00 P.M.
FREE WITH P.A.U. ID
ALSO

FRIDAY -

MOVIE-''LUCIA;,
l :00 P.M. U.C. TV ROOM

Intramural Softball Turns In Floods Of Scores
The softball diamond has
been seeing lot.s of intramural
action. The running and hitting

-

began March 10 with the SCA
beating the Siblings 1-0, the
Campers
edging
the

the same day the Newman gals
nudged the campets I-0.
On Tuesday, the Newman
bunch ex:ecuted the Hope people
by a 12-4 score, while the
Comancheros passed the FCA
by a 1-0 score and the TI< 's
blasted the Hope squad 9-2.
The Newman women again
played the Campels on
Tuesday, and again the
Newman fems won by a 1-0

Smokeaters 4-3 and Coman-

cheros nicking the Jokers 6-5.
In the women's competition

'Ill

....-=
am,,...SIIVfCI
-------

:.Jl..ilAJi

ff~*._-

H

WlrH fNI JPffDOFSOUHO

IH5 EAST 9th

._

®

2220 PECAN

MISSION
l\-lc,I\LLE1'1
585-5961
. 682-0331
1205 SOUTO CLOS • ER
EDINBURG
383-30H

ewmao women

12-!l.

Thursday brought more action:
this time the Smokeaters forged
a 9-4 win over the lK's in the
first game, followed by a 1-0
Joker win over the FCA. an 8-7
Hope win over the Smokeaters
and a 16-4 Camper win over the
IK's.

Intramural
Wrestling

taUy.

On Wednesday the action
resumed. The Smokeaters
opened the day with an easy
Intramural wrestling results
win over Newman in a 15-7 are in lhe bag L-ightweight
_£onlest which the Siblings champjon this year 1s Gregfollowed-up with a 9-5 win over ory Lawless.
the Jokers. The final men's
.The middl weight champion
contest of the day was a 9-4
lS David Mireles followPrf ·
Newman win over the Campers. closely in second by Rodolpho
··The womeh took the field Villarreal. The final weight
again and the Campets got classification was heavyweight,
reven e for the two days before and John Spiro won that event.

OPENING SOON!
465 EAST HIDALGO

by talong the

RAYMONDVILLE

689-3039

CHICKEN IS BETTER!
HAMBURGERS ARE BETTER!

AND DECIDE
FOR YOURSELF
BUNCH O' LUNCH

BUFFET

R OF 21ST
EAST UNIVERSIT

All the Chicken, Potatoes, Salad, Pina,
Spaohett, and Garlic Bread vou can eat 1

11 :30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.

A EUROPEAN DELIGHT!
Open: Mon fhru Sat.
9:30 a.m. to 7:30 o.m.

7 Ooy, A Wetk

Robust German
Spec laities

Catering
For Special
Occ.asiollS

World's greatest Pilza!

Sandwiche-~•
And
Pastries

McAllen

''Come In For Ltmcb '

tOfl•'..a ·t Univers.ltv

asa-1669

Edinburl!

1U6 N. Cage
Open 8 am-l:3Qam

Pbarr

116 Pecan
682-3165

787-9873

...

FISH SANDWICH

1020 W. UNIVERSITY
383-6791
EDINBURG
1Across

From Fin

IN McALLEN

NOW FEATURING THE BEST IN

PROGRESSIVE
COUNTRY MUSIC

99c

POOR BOY DRIVE-IN

Brownsville
104 N. E)(pressway
546•5l31

SHAKEY'S

FRENCH FRIES & DRINK

ONLY

Harlingen
638 N. 13th
423•8fSJ

oGo

6:30 P.M. TILL MIDNIGHT
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY

Specializing in White Flour
Taco & TortiUas
2263
Phone
Pecan McAllen 68.2--0921

,.

NNOUNCING!
FOO BALL TOURNAMENTS

on the 2nd Thursday of each month!
Umited Registration from 6:30 to 7:30
on night of each tournament

*

DURING SPRING BREAKCOME BOWL-EAT-DRINK-PLAY POOL& FOOSBALL
AT

PARK
BOWL
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INTRODUCING

Eight Answers To Your
Math Problems
from Texas Instruments
number one

A quality
electronic
calculator
ideal
for
students.
Features an 8-digit
display. Performs addition,
substraction,
multiplication,
division
plus-- percentage key and
automatic constant.

$4995

Only

Only

two

number

number five

-the Tl- l 500

-the Tl-2500-11

Qualit} Electronic
Calculator With 8-Digit
Displa. -Features
Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication,
Division

Rechargeable

A fine portable e leelronic
SLIDE RULE
CALCULATOR
with four func.'tions and PI-Rec iproc a 1--Sq ua re-Square Root Constant,
Chain
&
Mixed
Calculations, Floating
Decimal-Scientific
Notation

$6395

number six

-the SR- 16

M ulti-Funct1on
SLIDE RULE
CALCULATOR
With Reciprocal-SquareSquare Root--Log--Natural
Log l-1o~l Memory and
Scientific Notation

Percent Key.
Automatic Constant
Plus
THREE
WAY
POWER

-the SR- l 1

11

Batteries

AC Adapter Or
Alkaline Battenes

Only

number three

-the

5499s
r1 2sso

number seven

ENGi EERI G
SLIDE RULE

Features the same basic
functions as the 1500 and
2500 II, but has a full
function
MEMORY
SYSTEM for easy recal
and automatic constant.

Great for Students!

Only

5591s

Now

number four

-the SR-1 o

$11995

number eight

CALCULATOR
Performs all classical
slide rule functions plus-Arc-Sm-Cos--Tan--Hyp-QIR--l,og-P i-Natura1
Log--Square-r1JoL-Factorial--lO~ -e1 --y :
Memory & MOHE !

-the SR-51

SUPER SLIDE RULE

Th is is a Cully portable
SLIDE
RULE
CALCULATOR with four
basic
functions
Plus
Rec ip rocal--Sq
re-Notation and Floating
Decimal

CALCULATOR ·
OUR FINEST!
YOU HA VE TO SEE

ua

A Special At

-the SR-so

THIS ONE
TO BELIEVE IT!

$4995

IT DOES EVERYTHING!

aU of these and many more at

southwest ca culators, ·
l O13 PECAN

McALLEN

686-4333

